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Abstract

Multicasting is the simuhaneous transmission of data strearns h m a source to multiple
destinations in a computer network. Multimedia applications involving rd-time audio

andfor video transmissions require strict quality of sewice (QoS) constraints (end-to-end
delay bound, bandwidth availability and loss probability) to k met by the network. To
guarantee the real-time delivery of packets satisfjmg these constraints, a multicast channe1
needs to k established in advance by a path seleetion algorithm taking into account the
QoS constraints.

In this thesis, we describe a fully distnbuted Destination-ControiIed Multicast Routing
(DCMR) protocol for muhicasting with dynamic membership. DCMR estabhshes

multicast connections in two stages, a forward muting stage and a backward configuration
stage. During the routing stage, routing information on feasible paths that are capable of
connecting members of the multicast m e to the new destination are forwarded to the
destination through setup messages. These messages carry up-to-date Cal1 Admission

Control (CAC) information of the traversed path. The destination, in the connection
configuration stage, chooses a path with the highest available bandwidth that mets the
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&lay constraint. Reservation is then attempted dong this path backwards towards the

multicast tree such that CAC critena are met. The overall pedormance of the network is
enhanced as routing. CAC and resource mervation are interweaved together. A
comprehensive simulation mode! was developed to study the performance of the proposecl
schemc. A large number of e x p e h n t s were conducted under different traf'fic
characteristics and network panimeters. Performance ~ s u l t s show that DCMR
outperforms existing multicast routing algorithms in terms of increased cidi acceptance
and reduced connection setup tirne. DCMR is also shown to adapt much better to changes

in network and link charactenstics as it achieves low c d blocking ratios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multicasting is a communication service in which message streams generated by a single
node (source) are concumntly distributed to more than one node (destination). Such
destinations are members of a multicast gmup. A network can support multicasting by two
different transmission services: unicast transport service and multicast transport service. In
unicast transport service. the nodes of the network only have the ability to send to one
other node at a t i m and al1 transmission is point-to-point. If a node wants to send the
same packet to several destinations. it must perform a replicated unicast and send a
separate copy of the packet to each destmation in tum, as show in Figure I.la Such a
service is provided by most high-level network protocols such as the Transport Control
FYotocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). In the case of multicast transport
service. a packet destined for several destinations is sent only once. It is desirable to setup
a point-to-rnultipoint (multicut) connection to transmit the packet through a tree-shaped
path and make copies of the packet only at branching nodes in order to make efficient use
of the network resources, as show in Figure 1. lb.

1
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A fundamental issue in muiticast communication is how to determine an efficient multicast

path, that is, to decide what output line an incoming data packet should be transmitted on
so that packets reach their destinations in an efficient way. This function is the
responsibility of the routing algorith The multicast path is recorded in multicast nodes
through their multicast routing entries (group/source, incoming interface, outgoing
interface , and destination). The incoming mterface is the interface h m which the node
receives the multicast transmission, and the outgoing interface is the interface to which it
should forward the multicast transmission. Multicast routing algonthrns cm be classitied
into non-adaptive (static) and adaptive (dynamic) algorithm. In static algonthms, the
routing decisions are predefined and stored in the network nodes, such that they are not an
object of change at mn tirne. W h e m m dynamic routing. algonthms reflect changes in
topology and current traffic of the network. Dynamic aigonthms can be subclassified into:
Centraiized (global) routing: information colkcted From the entire network is used
to run the algorithm.
Local routing: the algorithm runs separately on each node and only uses
information available at the node.
Distributed routing: mixture of global and local information is used to choose the
path through the network.
Hierarchical routing: the network is separated into regions. Each node has al1
routing information only within its region.
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In solving the multicast routing problem, tree construction has been a commoniy used
approach. Popularity of tree-based approaches arises from their ability to potentially share
many links in transmitting packets to their destinations. Multicast mes also rninimize data
repiication by allowing packets to be replicated only at forking nodes. This differs from
multicast achieved through multiple unicast, where every unicast requins a copy of the
packet. Using multiple unicast may result in many copies of the sarne packet traversing the

same network iinks. In order to avoid that, a packet for rnulticast communication should
be copied ody at each intermediate branching node and transmitted to the subsequent
nodes dong the tree shaped path.
Recent dvances in optical fiber and switch technologies have resulted in a new generation
of high-speed networks that can achieve speeds of up to a few Gb/s, with very low bit
enor rates. In addition, the progress in audio, video, and data storage technologies has
given rise to new distnbuted mal-time multimedia applications, such as interactive video
and audio conferencing systems, which requk low end-to-end delays [LI. Muhimedia

applications rcquire quality of service (QoS) guarantees on availabk bandwidth, end-toend deiay and loss probabiiity to provide a smoth play-out at the receiver side. Such QoS
parameters are used to express the application nquirements, which must be guaranteed by
the underlying network [2].

Chapter 1:Introduction
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a) Unicast hmsport senice: Thne copies of the sarnc data @) arc sent point-tepoint as Dl. D2
and D3 to destiriations 1. 2, and 3 in a shared confercncing application. These arc "unicastu
transmissions, sent as point-to-point irom the source to each destination.

b) Multicast -pan

service: One copy of the same data (D) is multicast to destinations 1.2, and
3 in a shared confcrcncing application.

Figure 1.1: Network transmission services
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In red-tirne communications, a connection (path) h m the source to the destmation needs
to be established kfore any &ta transmission occurs [3]. During the connection setup
pmcess, sufficient network nsources, i.e., network bandwidth, buffer sue, etc., are
reserved on the pat h so t hat appk a t ion-required QoS c m be guaranteed.

High-speed networks have significantly increased the ratio of propagation dehy to packet
pmessing and transmission t h e , hence it is necessary for a multicast connection to be
established in a relatively short tirne. Moreover, the nature of naffic in high-speed
s as video and
networks has aiso changed, where different types of broadband s e ~ c e such
data transmission with different performance requirements are conveyed in a unified
network.
Video and image transmission have radicaiiy different loss and delay requirements than
traditional data. Data services are highly sensitive to information loss but then is a high
degree of dclay tolcrance. On the other hand, the loss and delay requirements in video and
image transmission differ from one application to another. For instance. interactive audio

and viâeo services, such as audio and video conferencing systerns, are loss tolerant but
delay sensitive, whereas video distribution, such as broadcast TV or HDTV, is less
sensitive to delay. Furthemre, applications rnay have bandwidth requirements. which
rnay Vary by several orders of magnitude, both h m connection to connection and at
different times within the same connection. As a result, without a good control method, it

is very hard to achieve a high degree of s h a ~ and
g consequently high network efficiency.

Chapter 1: htroduction
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Such new net work characteristics have not been previously encountered in traditional
circuit-switched or packet-switched networks. Thereby a cornpkx interplay between
routing, CAC, resource reservation, and other congestion control schems is required:

o Multicast Routing: In any communication network t h are several paths between
a multicast tree and a specific destination. Routing algorithms must search for the
available paths the co~ectioncan folIow. Such paths must be compared and the
most pronEsing path is selected. Smce the path is determined at connection setup
and nrnains the same for the duration of the c d . the routing decision affects the

network behavior for a long tirne and muting is particularly crucial to network
performance.
Cal1 Admission Cuntrol (CAC): In order to maintain the traffic bad at a

manageable level where di QoS c o d t m m t s are met, CAC must be exercised on
each link dong the path assigned during routing. The hinction of CAC is to make a
decision to accept or reject a connection. The decision is based on trafk
characteristics and current network load, so that a new connection can be
established with the requind QoS while rnaintaining the guaranteed QoS of the
existing connections. T r a c characteristics of the new connection can be
rneasured by the parameters provided to the network. These parameters should be

suficient and as few as possible. The most common parameters used are
bandwidth and delay.

Cha~ter1: Introduction
a Resource Reservation: The QoS required by any comection can only be

guaranteed if network resources, e.g., bandwidth. buffer space, etc., are reserved
in advance. The reservation process is performed on each link dong the path that

is selected by the routing algorithm and agreed upon by CAC.
Although routing, CAC and resource reservation processes are performed separately in
traditional networks, the decision of one influences the decisiors of the others. The CAC
and reservation processes are highly dependent on the path selected by the routmg

aigorith Therefore, the routing algorithm must choose a path that provides a higher
chance for the c d to be accepted and avoid links that w i l certainly lead to c d rejection.
Furthemore, CAC and resource reservation must be performed before routing

.

information kcomes obsolete. Thus perfomiing routing CAC and resource reservation
separately is not appropriate for high-speed networks. Moreover, cornbining t hese
hnctions together, without h a h g enough information about the path may cause
reserîration of a path that includes links with insufficient bandwidth to accommodate the
call. Consequently, it wil result in long setup delays and high blocking ratios.

For a network to support QoS requirernents, routing must supply expiicit infornion on
resources available in the network, so that applications can d

e proper nsource

reservation. To achieve this, it is necessary for routing to have a more detailed mode1 of
the network, taking into account important net work paramters such as bandwidth. delay,
and loss probability. This, however, has raised a number of challenging technical issues for
routing. In particular, there are two major problems that have to be resolved. Fust,
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multiple routing mevics have signincant implications on the complexity of path
computation. Since the problem of finding a path subject to multiple constraints is
computationally expensive, it is essential that we find out which routing metrics are
tractable. Second, new algorithm have to be devisexi that are able to compute paths that
satiso multiple constraints.

In addition, high-bandwidth applications quiring multicast communications have become
widespmd and cornpetition of resources has signifïcantly increased. As a consequence, it
became important for a multicast routing aigorithm to not only compute paths that satisQ
the QoS constraints, but also to rninimize the amount of resources used. A "good"
multicast routing algotithrn must:
Integrate routing, Cal1 Admission Conml (CAC) and resource reservation in order
to minimize the eflect of propagation delay, shonen the convergence time and
minimize the numkr of control messages.

o Maintah the a p d - u p o n QoS for the existing co~ectionsusing minimai
computationai and network resources.

o Obtain a high total network throughput whiie keeping the average packet delay as
low as possible.

o Base its routing decision on the latut information on possible paths.
O

Be distributed, where each node performs a specific routing hinction and hence:
Inmase the fault tolerance of routing.

Cha~ter1:Introduction
Respond rapidy to local variations.
1s adequate for high-speed networks as they art less vulnerable to the effects of
propagation delay as compared to centraiized algonthms.
1s also more adaptive to traffic changes in the network than centralized

algorithms.

o Limit itself to nodes directly involved in the muhicast and require a minimum of
coordination between neighbors.

o Do not requin the use of global cost information; to use cost information only
fkom neighboring nodes in order to be practical from an implernentation point of
vieW.

Be dynamic allowing destinations to join and leave the multicast tree freely during

a session.

o Be scalable to large networks.
In this thesis a novel Destination-Controlled Multicast Routing (DCMR)protocol is
proposed. DCMR has the advantages of king fully distributed and QoS-aware. The
schem integrates routing with other contml functions (CAC and resource reservations).

The protocol works in two stages: A forward muting stage. where it coilects information
about feasible paths ktween the multicast tree and the new destination; and a connection
configuration stage. where the path with the highest available bandwidth is chosen and
resource resmiation begins backward h m the destination to the multicast tree kfore
routing information becornes outdated. Routing decisions in DCMR are based on accurate

Chapter 1:Introduction
up-todate information on feasible paths. This enables DCMR to avoid congested paths
and consequently choose a path that is highly likely to be accepted. DCMR also has a

short connection setup tirne, which makes it ideal for implementation in high-speed
networks.
The rest of the thesis is organized as foilows. In Chapter 2, we provide a review of several

routing algonthms for both traditional networks, which operate at several W s , and high-

speed networks that operate at hundreds of W s . We

&O

discuss the importance of

integrating routing with other control functions, such as CAC and nsource reservation in
high-speed net works.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the proposed DCMR protocol followed by a discussion
of the problems and difficulties it intends to solve and how these problerns motivate the
design objectives. A detailed description of the algorithm is given, where routing, CAC
and resource reservation are integrated together. A discussion of the protocol iiiustrates

its hinctionality and points out several properties.
A performance evaluation of DCUR is presented in Chapter 4, where it is compared with

existing routing algorithm using a comprehensive simulation study. The adopted network
mode1 used in the simulation is describeci, where the network sample chosen is generated
randomly as a graph-based network topology. Simulation experimnts are conducted in
order to study the impact of cal1 charactenstics, such as network load, bandwidth
requirement, delay bound, and setup time Lunit, on the performance of DCMR. These
results are also compared to existing QoS-based multicast routing schems, namely

Chapter 1: Introduction
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EüMQoS [SI and a scheme by Jia [6].Results show that DCMR significantly outperforms

existing schernes in tmnr, of cal1 acceptance ratio and achieves a rernarkably low average
cal1 setup tirne. Finaiiy, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, and provides some suggestions for

further research.

Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter we provide an ovemew of various muhicast routing algorithms and
techniques proposed for different optirnization problerns. Section 2.1 describes the
diffennt techniques used for designing low-cost multicast trees. and also nviews existing
routing algonthms in traditional networks that are intended for designing such e s . In
Section 2.2, an overview of heuristics provided to find minimum Steiner trees for a
multicast connection is given. Section 2.3 points out the dynamic multicast routing
problem and overviews diffennt proposed heuristics supponing it. In Section 2.4, QoSbased routing is introduced, where we first introduce the concept of quality of service

(QoS)and its background. Second, we discuss QoS-based routing, its objectives and main
issues. Several types of QoS-based routing algorithms are presented in Section 2.5. The
dations bet ween QoS-basai routing and some relevant techniques, i.e., C d Admission
Control (CAC) and resource reservation. are studied in Section 2.6. Finally, a surnmary is
given in Section 2.7.

Cha~ter2. ReIated Work
Befon we proceed with the literature ~ v i e w ,we will give the folIowing definitions.
Figure 2.1 shows a network mdeled by a connected graph G = (V.E), where Vdenotes
the set of nodes and E the set of edges. The nodes represent routers and edges represent
the communication links between them A link e E E fkom a no& v E V to node u E Vis
denoted by (v, u). A path in G is a sequence of neighboring nodes. If ail the nodes on the
path are distinct, then the path has no loops. For a ünk e, c(e)represents a cost paramter

on e and d(e) qresents a &lay paramter- The deky of a path P h m node v to any node
u will be denoted by d(P). A path P is said to m e t the delay bound, A, if d(P) 5 A. The

cost of a path P wil1 be denoted by c(P). In Figure 2.1, let M=(2, 3, 4, 5) be a multicast
group of a source node (s). During the process of multicast connection setup, a set of
nodes in V wül k involved which can k of the following four types:

o source node: the source node of the multicast group that sen& out the data
stream, e.g., node s in Figure 2.1.

o tree node: any node that sits on the multicast tree except the source node. For
instance, nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in Figure 2.1. A tree node can k either of two
subtypes:
member tree node: a multicast group rnember that receives the data Stream,

e.g., nodes 2, 3. 4 and 5 in Figure 2.1.
switch tree node: a node that only switches incoming messages to the out

interfaces of the multicast connection, e-g., node I in Figure 2.1.

-ter
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o intemediate node: any node that is none of the above and involved in the routing

process. For instance, nodes 6 and 7 in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2-1: A n example of a multicast tree.
Sourct node = S. multicast group = (2, 3, 4, 5).

2.1

Multicast Routing Algorithms

In order to perfonn multicast communication, the nodes in the multicast group are usudy
interconnected by a tree. Thus, the problem of rnulticast routing in communication
networks is equivaient to finding a tree, T,in graph G such that T spans di vertices in the
multicast group, M. Such a tree is called the multicast tree and is represented in Figure 2.1
by the thick iines, In traditional multicast routing, the objective was only to constmct a

minimum cost t w , where the cost of a Link is an incfeasulg hction of the bandwidth and
the length of the ünk, and did not consider link utilizations. This is a cornmon pricing

Cha~ter2. Rehted Work
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structure for leased Lines in telecommunication networks. Routing algorithms that have
ken used to design low-cost multicast trees can be classified into shortest path tree (SPT)
algorithms, minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithms, and minimum Steiner

rn

aigorith.

2.1.1 Shortest Path Tree (SPT) Algorithms
Aigoritiuns in the shortest path tra category work on the idea of rninimizing the cost of
each individual path h m the source node to a multicast group rnember node. BellmanFord's algorithrn and Dijkstra's algorithrn are two weii-known shonest path algorithms

[7].They are the basis of the distance vector and link state routing protocols, respectively.
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm is used in communication protocols, e.g., multicast open
shortest path first (MOSPF) [8], and yields satisfactory performance. It is a leastcost
algorithm that minimizes the cost of the path from the source node to each multicast

group mernber individuaîly. A tree generated by this technique is caiied a minimum depth
trez (MDT), where every node is connected to the source by its shonest path. Generating
a MDT staris by assigning the source node to the tree and setting its depth to zero. At
each step in the algorithm the node that is closest to the source, but is not in the tree, is
added to the tree. The node that wül be added is determined by considering every link at
every node that is in the tree. If a node that is not in the tree is connected to one of the
Links, then the depth of the node is the depth of the node in the tree plus the cost of the
link If a node that is not in the tree is connected to the tree by several links, its depth is
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the minimum of the depth calnilations. The minimum depth node that is not in the tree is
added. The algorithm continues until all nodes that are connected to the original node have
been added to the me.

In [22], Minimum HopCount Multicast Algorithm was proposed for constructing the

minimum multicast tree where hop-count is used as the mtric in providing routing
information when computing the shortest path from source to destination .

2.1.2 Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) AIgorithms
A minimum spanning tree

(MST)is a tree that spans al1 the nodes in the network with

minimal cost. The multicast tree is formed by, first. constructing a MST rooted at the
source node, then tntncating this tree by removhg nodes and iinks that are not used by
multicast rnembers from the MST.
A well-known centralued minimum spanning tree algorithm is Rim's

MST algorithm

[23]. Prim's algorithm initiaüzes the tree as the source node and then grows the tree by
adding the next closest node to the tree, until all nodes in the network are in the tree. In

each step a least-cost link connecting an off-tree node to the partial tree is added to the
tree. h other weii-known procedure for generating MST's is Kniskal's aigorithm [24
p.671. In Kniskai's algorithm, instead of adding nodes to a single tree, at each step, the

least weight link that has not been included in a graph is determineci. If the iink joins two
nodes that are in the same tree, it is discardeci, othcrwise, it is added to the graph. The
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new iink cm either join a node to an existing tree, or join two trees together. In the

intemediate steps of this algorithm there rnay be a forest of trees that are later connected
Solin's algorithm [24 pp.71-721 for MST's operates in a manner that is similar to the
minimum depth tree (MDT) algorithm [8]. At each step, a single node is added to the tree.

The node that is added to the me is selected by hding the least weight iink h m a no&
that is connected to the tree to a node that is not. Solin's algorithm can be implemented by
executing the minimum depth algorithm,but senmg the depth of ail nodes in the multicast

tree to zero. instead of the distance to the source. The MST and the MDT algorithm
M e r only in the depth of a pemently connected node. In the MST, the depth of a
pennanently connected node is zero. whereas in MDT, the depth of permanently
connected node is the distance to the source of the tree.

2.1.3 Steiner Tree Algorithms
Minimum Steiner tne dgorithms design a tree that spans the group of members with the
minimal cost, such that it globally optimizes the network resources. Minimum Steiner tree

dgorithms have the advantage of king capable of locating an optimai multicast tree.
Nevertheless, Minimum Steiner tree algonthms are h

d at a centralized inipkmentation

and are also hard to implemnt for the folowing Rasons:

a The Steiner probkm is NP-cornpiete [25].
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a It is a monoiithic algonthm such that it has to be run each tirne there is a change in

the group membership or in the network topology. The inefficiency of a Steiner
tree inmases dramatically each time the multicast group or the network
information changes [26].
However, several heuristics of reasonable cornplexity have ken proposed as demonstrated
in the section foilowing.

2.2

Heuristics for Finding the Minimum Steiner Tree

Most of the algonthm for solving the minimum Steiner tree problem were proposed for
undincted networks. There are several heuristics with reasonable cornpkxity. Arnong
these heuristics, the KMB algorithm proposed by Kou, Markowsky and B e m n [27]
(hence the name) could generally yield near optimal results 1281. The idea is to find a

minimal spanning tree in the complete undirected distance graph. Then a subgraph is
constructed by replacing each link in the minimum spanning tree by its comsponding
shortest path in the original graph. And finally, the Steiner tree is constructed by running
the minimum spanning tree again on the subgraph then dekting the unnecessary links
leaving the Steiner points only as the leaves.
Although MDT and MST cannot guarantee finding the best solution to the Steiner tree
probkm, stili good heuristics have been proposed [29]. Takahashi and Matsuyami
proposed a heuristic (which we name T M ) in [30].T-Mis a combined application of the
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MST algorithrn and minimum distance muting. The heuristic can be impkmented in a way
that is h s t identical to Soiin's MST algorithm [24 p.711. At each step, the destination
that has the shonest path to the cumntly existing tree is added. just as the node that is
added in Solin's algorithm has the shortest path. The difference between the two

algorithrns is that the path in Solin's algorithm is a single iink, allowing a straightforward

search, while the path in T-Mmay contain several links.
A similar heuristic was proposed by Maxemchuk [31]. In T-M,all the destinations are in

the target set from the beginning. In Maxernchuk's algorithm, however, al1 destination
nodes are gradually added and eventuaily belong to the target set. The main modification
is the creation of a backbone of the network from the destinations with the highest
bandwidth links. Destinations with a lower rrquinmnt are added as thimer branches of
low bandwidth links. Following this procedure, the links that are added to the tree never
increase the requkrnents of the links that were previously assigned.
Another heuristic, Localized Multicast Routing (LMC) [32],arises from the observation
that Prim's spanning tree algorithm and Dijkstra's shortest path algorithrn use essmtially
the sarne type of greedy strategy. In a greedy algorithm, each t i m a node joins the group,
the aigorithm cornputes a delay-bounded minimum-cost path to ail mmben in the
multicast trce and chooses the one with lowest cost. The oniy difference between Prim's
and Dijkstra's algonthm is the main program code embedded in the algorithm. If we

mod@ the code to distinguish between destination nodes and non-destination nodes, the
result is a multicast tree routing aigonthm, which generalizes the rnethods of both Rim
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and Dijksra. LMC constructs a good (near-optimal) Steiner tree without using global cost

idonnation. It only uses information from neighboring nodes, w h m each node uses a
gmdy strategy to incremntdiy buiid the multicast tree that is based on lowest cost

arnong incident links. The rnost important feature of LMC is its matment of a destination
node as a new source and the fact that at each path sekction step, nodes med only query
their incident links for cost information. This is achieved by havhg the additional tink cost

from destinations as the only cost incumd, not the accumulated cost.
On the other hand, for the minimum Steiner tree problem in directed networks, very few
algorith have been proposed [33], [34] and ail of them operate under special conditions,
e.g., acyctic networks, and thus cannot be appiied to more typical networks. One such

heuristic, is the Selective Closest Terminal Fust ( S O algorithm [34], which formulates
the problem of multicast tree generation as the probkm of computing a Directed Steiner

Tne (DST) of minimal cost. In other words, it is the probkm of generating a dincted tree
rooted at the soum and containmg al1 the destinations, where ali links are directed away
from the source. SCTF is sirnilar to Rim's MST algorithm [23] and the T-Malgorithm in
that, at every step, a directed path is extended from the tree to a new destination that is
not in the tree, thereby including the destination in the tree. SCTF provides a trade-off
between the tree-cost and run-tim efficiency, where it was shown empincally that the
operation of the algofith under certain conditions gives near-optimal m e cost while
maintaining acceptable run-tim efficiency.
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Most of the dgonthms proposed for the Steiner problem in networks arr sMal in natm,
e.g., the Shortest Path Heunstic (SPH)and the Kniskal-Based Shortest Path Heuristic (K-

SPH) [35]. A few distnbuted heunstics exist as well, some of which are based on the

minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm These heuristics suffer from two drawbacks:

AU the nodes in the network mut participate in the exenition of the algonthm

The theoretical upper bound on competitiveness (the ratio of the sum of the
heuristic tm's iink weights to that of the k s t solution found) of a MST to that of

an optunal Steiner tm has been shown to be high, namely it is equal to the number
of non-multicast group nodes plus 1.

An efficient distributed multicast routing algorithm m u t satisfy four criteria:

o Use the existing routing information available at each node in the network.
Use m i d computational and network resources.

o Require a minimum of coordination between neighbors.
Mt itself to nodes directly involved in the milicast.

Distnbuted heuristics have b a n proposed in [36],[6] and [SI.In [36], the algorithms SPH
and K-SPH were extended to be distributed. Distributed K-SPHstarts with a forest of rn

multicast members (m-nodes) and connects them pairwise into successively larger sub
trees. This is done through two steps, a discovery step and a connection step. It terminates
when a single multicast tree nmains or no M h e r connections are possible. Distributed
SPH is only a special case of distributed K-SPH,where any one of the multicast rnembers

-ter
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may act as the source of the multicast, i.e., the source node. In contrast to dûtributed K-

SPH.only one tree grows, the source tree, connecting mukicast members to itself until al1
the multicast members are part of the same tree. SPH and K-SPH share the advantage that
only the multicast members and nodes in the neighbrhood of the multicast tree need to
participate in the execution of the algorith.
The algorithm described so far share one comrmn characteristic in that they are al1

designed to handie a specifc group of destinations. If there is a change in this group, then
it becornes necessary to reapply the design procedures and to rebuild the multicast tree

from scratch. in such a case, the multing tree may have very little resemblance to the

original one. This initiated the need to design new types of trees that can support a wide
range of u s m without extensive modification in the basic tree. Designing such trees is
another problem known as ùynamic multicast routing.

23

Dynamic Multicast Routing Algorithms

In dynamic multicast routing, usen can join or leave a rnulticast group dynamically during
a session. This problem is also known as the Dynamic Steiner Tree problem in graphs

[37].The idea is to reduce the cost of re-computing new trees and rninimize the disruption
to on-going multicasting whenever a node joins or leaves the multicast group, assuming
relatively frequent additions and deletions. A comprrhensive cornparison of different
dynamic multicast routing algorithm can be found in [38].
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A number of heuristic algorithms for the dynamic multicast routing probkm can be found

in the literature [39], [IO], [18], [ a ] , [41], [26], [37], [42] [43]. A naive multicast routing
algorithm simply fin& a shortest path from the source to a new destination to be added
and uses the nodes in the path as Steiner nodes [42]. Greedy algorithms were proposed in
1281 and [37],which use a weighted function to add a new destination to the multicast tree
via a shortest path either h m the source or another tree node, depending on the weights.
It is noted, however, that the performance is substantiaily degraded after several
modifications to the destination set without full reconfiguration of the rnulticast tree.
Hwa-Chun and Shou-Chuan suggest a unique idea in [39]. They propose a dynamic
multicast routing algorithm called Virtual Trunk Dynamic Multicast (VTDM).A virtual

tmnk is a tree of the underlying graph. This tree is cailed a "trunk" because its role to a
multicast connection is like a trunk to a real tree. It is called ''virtual" because this tree is
not actually docated in advance. It is used only as a template for constructing multicast
trees. Som or ail of the nodes and links of the virtual trunk rnay becorne part of the
multicast tne as the multicast tree connection proceeds. To build a virtual tnink, first a set
of nodes are selected from the graph, and then a tree is constxuctexi, which spans from the
source node to the selected nodes. The source no& and the nodes selected are calied the
trunk nodes. Trunk nodes are selected according to a weighting function that weighs
nodes according to the number of shonest paths passing through them ktween al1 pairs of
nodes. During the lifetime of the multicast connection, nodes may join or leave the
mukicast group dynamically. VTDM uses the virtual tnink constmcted as a template for
constructing the multicast tree. When adding a node to the multicast group, the shortest
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path h m the node to the virtual tnink is established. The path dong the virtual tmnk to
the source is also estabüshed (if not yet established) and the node is addeci to the multicast

group. VDTM suffers from a large convergence t i m due to the Wtual tnink construction
step.
Kadirie [43] adopts a different concept, where the Geographic Spread Dynamic Multicast

(GSDM)routing algorithm is proposed. GSDM takes the geographic spnad, defined in
[43], into account when adding a node. It dcals with the no& and the nearby nodes, which

are aùeady in the connection at the same tirne. The possible paths of these nodes are
reconsiderrd. Arnong the paths that have the minunal cost, the path with the maximal
geographic spnad is chosen and that part of the connection is re-routed if necessary.
The Resvicted Dynamic Greedy Algorithm (R-DGA)is proposeci in [41] for creating
restncted dynaniic Steiner trees for Scdabk Multicast. The proposed algorithm minimizes
the number of nodes involved in routing over a multicast tree and in the maintenance of

such a t m by laying the burden upon the source and destination nodes. The proposed
xheme views each multicast tree as a collection of unicast paths (tunnels) and locates only
the multicast source and destination nodes on the trre branches. The multicast packets are
routed over a tree, f o m d by a collection of multicast links (tunnels), when each
multicast Link is a simple unicast path. The intermediate nodes of each multicast link do
not have to rnaintain routing information for the multicast tree because they are involved

oniy in regular unicast routing. Oniy the end points of each multicast link have to rnaintain
routing information for every tree established o m the onk.
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In order for an algorithm to be suitable for miplementation in networks with dynamic
multicast groups, it must also allow nodes to l a v e the multicast m.The problem of no&
dektion is considered simple compared with no& addition, where most of the algorithm
proposed in the literature agree on a cornmon approach. For exampk, when removing a
node, VTDM [39] and GSDM [43] routing algonthrns fint mark the node deleted. If the
node is a kaf node in the connection, then the node and the branch it belongs to, are

pruned from the multicast tree. Otherwise, the no& carmot bt rernoved since it forwards
data messages to other group rnembers d o m the tree. In this case, it stays connected, but
it fùnctions only as a switching node.
The algorithms described so far attempt to optirnize a given cost function without taking
into consideration the QoS requiremnts of the application, and hence may not k weil
suited for applications with such quirements. The remainder of this chapter emphasizes
QoS-based routing.

Recent advances in high-speed Integrated Services networks aiiowed for the emergence of
newly real-time multimedia appücations such as Internet telephony, videotonferencing
and video on-demand, which require high bandwidth and bounded delay. These new

applications require better transmission seMces than that provided by traditional
networks. Thus, the study of Quality-ofSmrice (QoS) is very important nowadays. In this
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section we intmduce the concepts of QoS and QoS-bgsed routing. We define QoS mirics
and bring to light sorne main issues and objectives for QoS-based muting.

2.3.1 QoS Concept
As dehed in 1441, Quality-of-Service is "a set of service requirements to be met by the

network while transporthg a flow." Hen a flow is "a packet Stream fiom source to a
destination (unicast or multicast) with an associated Quality of Service(QoS)". In other
words, QoS is a masurable level of service deüvered to network users, which can be
characterizcd by available bandwidth, end-to-end delay, packet loss probability, etc. Such
QoS cm be provided by network service providers in ternis of some agreement (Service

Level Agreement, or SLA) between network users and service providen. For example,
users can require that, for s o m traffic flows, the network should choose a path with
availabk bandwidth equal to a specified value.

To be iqkrnented, service requirements have to k expressed in some measurable QoS
metrics. Well-known metrics include bandwidth, delay, jitter, cost, loss probability, etc.
Different metrics may have different features. There are 3 types of metrics: additive,
multiplicative, and concave [45]. They are defined as follows:
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Let m(ni,nz) be a metric for tink(ni,n2).For any path P = (nl, nl, .... ni, nj), rnetric m

is: (Note here ni, n2, a,.... ni, nj represent network nodes)
o additive. if m(P) = m(n&

+ m(n2,n3)+ ...+ m(ni,nj).

Examples are delay, jitter, cost and hop-count. For instance. the delay of a path is
the sum of the delay of every hop.
CI

multiplicative, if m(P) = rn(nl,n3 * m(n2,n3)* ... * m(ni,nj).
An exampie is reliability, where O < m(ni,nj) < 1.

O

concave, if m(P) = min( m(nl,n2),m(nz,n3).... ,m(ni,nj) 1,
An example is bandwidth, where the bandwidth of a path is determined by the link

with the minimum available bandwidth.

QoS-based routing is defined as: "A routing mechanism under which paths for flows are
determined based on some knowledge of resource availability in the network. as weU as
the QoS requirement of the flows." [44]. Alternatively. it is defined as "a dynamic routing
protocol that has expanded its path-selection critena to include QoS parameters such as
availabk bandwidth, link and end-to-end path utihzation. node mources consumption.
delay and latency, and induced jitter." [46] In short. it is a dynamic routing scherne with
QoS consideration.
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QoS-based multicast routing is essential for setting up connections for mal-thne
applications, such as video-conferencing and video-on-demand Thus it is very important
to study QoS-based routing for multicast flows. The goal here is to find a tree that meets
some specific QoS requirements, in which the source is the root of the tree, and the
destinations are the leaves.
Some typical problems of QoS-based multicast routing are:

o scalabiiity to large groups. Fust, the algorithm must be able to cover aii the
m e m h of a multicast group, even when the group is large. Second, the

overheads associated with QoS-based multicast path cornputation should not be
too high.
support for dynamic membership. The multicast group could k dynamic, with
some new members joining and s o m cumnt mmbers leaving, from tirne to tirne.
The multicast routing aigorithm must k able to extend the tree to cover the new
memôers in a timely manner, and to prune the branch to which has no members

attached.
support for destination-initiated, heterogeneous reservations. In the same
multicast group, different members may have different QoS requirements. For
exarnple, one destination rnay need 1 Mbps bandwidth, while another may need
10's Mbps of bandwidth.
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23.4 Main Issues of QoS-Based Routing
This subsection discusses the major design issues of QoS-based routing algorithrns. As we
see below, QoS-based routing is more complex than non-constraint routing. Many

tradeoffs have to be made. In most cases the goal is not to find an optimal solution, but
rather to find a viable solution with acceptable cost.

2S.l

Metric Selection

Two basic issues of QoS-based routing are how

to

masure and coUect network state

information, and how to compute paths based on the information collected. Metnc
selection is very important in the sense that, the metrics must represent the basic network
properties of intemt. Thus metrics like available bandwidth, delay, jitter, etc. are
commonly used. Meirics also define the types of QoS guarantees the network c m provide.
There is no way to support a QoS requirement that cannot be mapped ont0 some
combination of existing metrics.
Computation complexity must also bc considered, which means path computation based
on a metnc (single or mixed-metxic) or a combination of metncs (multiple-metrics) must
not be too complex. Unfortunately, QoS-based routing usually is under multiple
constraints (a simple example is to find a path with 4Mbps bandwidth and Mms delay
lirnit). Path computation based on certain combinations of metncs has proven to be NP-
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coqlete [14]. Thus. it is sufficient for the network to satisQ the given constraints bound.
without the need to complicate the problem by trying to optimize on the metric.
QoS-based multicast routing algorithms proposed for high-speed Integrated Services
networks constnict an efficient multicast tree without violating the constra.int implied by
the upper bound on delay. In the literature. link cost and ünk delay are considered as
independent me&.

Link cost can be a measure of the amount of buffer space, channel

bandwidth used or siniply hopcount. Lmk delay can be a combination of propagation,
transmission, and queuing delays. These types of algorith are cdled delay-constraint
algonthms, which use more than one routing metric, rnainly cost and delay.
There are two classes of routing rnetrics: mixed-metric and multiple-metrics. In mixedrnetric algorithms, a new cornposed weighting function is generated. Such a function only
reflects the status of the network at a particular tirne irstance and does not provide
information for meking quantitative assessrnent as to whether application requirements cm
be met or not. On the other hand. in multipk-metrics algorith, delay, loss probability,

deky jitter and cost can certainly mode1 the characteristics of the network more
accurately. However, the problem of finding a path that satisfies certain two or more
rnetrics is NP-compkte. A common compromise rnethod for dealing with multiple metrics
is called sequential filering, "under which a combination of metrics is ordered in some
fashion, nflecting the importance of different rnetncs, e.g. cosi followed by delay, etc.
Paths based on the priniary metric are computed k t and a subset of them are eliMnated
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based on the secondary metric and so forth until a single path is found." [44]. This is a
tradeoff ktween performance opthkation and computational simplicity.

23.4.2

Knowledge Propagation and Maintenance

One important issue is how often the routing information is exchanged among nodes.
QoS-based routing needs to exchange morr information than non-cowtra.int routing. F i t ,
besides the basic routing information, k e connection topology information, QoS
information such as available bandwidth nceds to be exchanged. Second, the metncs w d
by QoS-based routing such as bandwidth could be changing at a high rate. If the routing
information is exchanged every time the values of metrics change. it will cause a great
burden for the network links and nodes consuming network bandwidth and nodes' CPU
cycles.
One comrnon way is to set a threshold to distinguish significant changes from minor
changes. The information is exchanged only when a significant change occurs. By doing
so, it can also bring stability of the QoS paths. Again, this is a tradeoff, tradeoff between
routing information accuracy and efficiency. Another method is to consider only the
available resources after reservation, instead of the actual available resources.
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QoS-Based Routing Algorithms

Most existing research on QoS-based multicast routing focuses on one of the following
problems: delay-constrained multicast routing; bandwidth-constrained rnulticast routing;
delay-consvained least-cost multicast routing; and ûelay and delay-jitter constrained
multicast routing. Optimal algorith m for constmcting QoS-based minimum Multicast
irees exist in [g], but their average execution times are prohibitively large due to the

computational compkxity of the problem. Thus, several heuristics have k e n proposed in
the past few years, where mixed andor multiple-metncs are used.

24.1 QoS-Based Routing Algorithm with Mixed-Metric
Examples of algonthms that use mixed-rnetric are found in [9], [IO] and [ 111. Kompelia,
Pasquale, and Polyzos [Il] proposed a heuristic, which we cal1 KPP. KPP is a
constrained-Steiner tree (CST) heuristic, where the constraint is on the individual path
delays, rather than rnininiizing the average path delay to al1 destinations. KPP assumes that
the link delay and the delay bound are integm. The heunstic is dominated by computing a
constraint closure (cornplete) graph in polynomiai t h , but this is not the case when the
link delay and the delay bound take non-integer values. In general, KPP is guaranteed to

constnict a constrained-tree if one exists, but it was mntioned in [12] that when the
granularity of the delay bound is comparable to the average link delays, KPP's accuracy is
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compronrised, and in many cases, cannot find a solution for the CST problem when one
exists.
In [10] an algorithm was proposed to solve the delay-constraint minimum-cost multicast
problem with dynamic membership. The algorithm is based on the BG heuristic. where it
tries to find a delay bounded minimum cost path ktween a node of the tree and a new
destination. BG is intended to solve a class of computational optimization problems called

Minimum Cost Restricted T i (MCRT)combinatorid problems. It assumes that the=
exists an effective algorithm A to rninimize the cost and the delay of a path. At each
iteration of the algorithm, it maintains two solutions: the c m n t least cost feasible
solution, Le., satisfjmg the delay bounrl, and the current solution with least infeasibility.
The aigorithm tries to find a ktter solution with respect to a new rnixed-rnetric function.
Theoreticaly, it is not known whether the running tirne of the aigorithm is polynomial.

The algorithm in [IO] first obtains a multicast tree T using the BG heuristic. When a new
node v wants to join the multicast tree, then the multicast tree is considered as a starshaped tree T' consisting of the nodes of T, in which each node is adjacent to the source.
Each ünk (S. v) of T' is assigned a zero cost and delay d(P(s, v)) (the total delay dong the
path from s to v in T). Now, the delay bounded shortest path between s and v can be

obtained by applying the BG heuristic to the modifïed network.
An extension to BG heuristic was proposed in [9].It extended the BG heuristic to solve a
more broad class of problerns t hat satisfy the following conditions:
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Condition 1: The functions of cost and delay an linear, so that the mixed-metnc hinction,
which is a Linear combination of cost and delay, is well defined.
Condition 2: There are efficient algorithms to rninimize cost, delay and the mixed-metric
on the solution set.
In general, heuristics based on the niixed-rnetrics approach are usuaily tempting, and can

be best used as an indicaior in path sekction, but they are not sufficient for supporting
multimedia appiications 1141. This is because the problem in QoS-based routing is to find a
path that satisfies two or mon routing mctncs, whereas the Mxed-meuics approach does
not provide separate network information on paths and, therefore, QoS requirements
cannot be guaranteed.

2.4.2 QoS-Based Routing Algorithms with Multiple-Metrics
Several algorithms are proposed that rmniniize both cost and delay, but are designed with
the assumption that cost and delay functions are identical. Awerbuch, Baratz, and Pekg
[15] propose a heunstic (which we will c d ABP) that starts From the MST and nfines the

tree to bound the diameter of the me. This same idea is used in the work by Cong, Kahng,
Robins, Sarrafiadeh, and Wond il61 (which we c d CKRSW)except that CKRSW refines
the tree to bound the radius of the me. Both ABP and CKRSW assume identical cost and
delay functions. Another heuristic was proposed in [LI] that addresses multiple-metncs
but assumes that link costs and delays are symmetric. Kurnar and J&e [17] discuss
optirnization on both cost and delay. However, the algorithm assumes that the cost and
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delay fùnctions are identical. The resuhs of such heuristics do not hold if the cost and
delay fmctions are different. Moreover, it should be noted that it is not our goal to
optimize on delay, but nither search for solutions with bounded delay.

The Bounded Shortest Multicast Aigorithm (BSMA) [18] is proposed for constructing
minimum-cost multicast iras with delay constraints. BSMA proceeds in two phases. It
starts by obtaining a SET and then iteratively irnproves the cost of the tree by replacing
high cost paths in the tree with new lower cost paths without breaking the delay
constraint. Removing a path breaks the tree into two disjoint subtrees. The search for a
delay bounded shortest path to reconnect the two trees starts with the shortest path
between them A delay bounded shortest path is defined as the path with the srnallest cost
under the âelay bound. If however, the shortest path resuhs in a violation of the delay
bound, BSMA uses an incremntal k-shortest path algorithm [19], [20] to find a delay
boundtd shortest path to reconnect the two trees. It is possible to tradeoff multicast t a
cost for fast execution speed by either hiting the value k or limiting the numkr of paths
replacements, but in the case of dense networks, when k m y be very large, it rnay k
difficult to achieve acceptable running tims. Also, the construction step of the SPT tree
increases the convergence t ime.

2.5

QoS-Based Routing and Other Control Functions

In order for Integrated Senices networks to support a wide varîety of traffic
characteristics, they have to be very flexible and must exploit available network resources.
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Resources an rcserved for a cal1 ôased on the type and amount of existing resourcu. A
new connection can be established with the requind QoS while rnaintaining the
guaranteed QoS of existing connections. This is the responsibiüty of Call Admission
Control (CAC). CAC rnaintains the traffic load at a manageable level, where without it,
the performance of the network can seriously degrade even under other control hctions.
CAC must be perforrned on each link before a connection can take place, to determine if

sufficient resources exist in the network. If there are sufficient resources, the resources are
reserved and the cal1 is accepted into the network, otherwise, the cd is rejected (blocked).

2.5.1

C d Admission Control (CAC)

When a request for a new connection is received. CAC makes the decision to either accept
or deny the connection request at the time of c d setup. The decision is based on the

t r a c characteristics for the new connection and the network load, such that a new
connection can be established with the required QoS whik maintaining the QoS for
existing connections. T & î c chmctenstics of the new connection can be masured by the
parameters provided to the network. These parameten should be sufficient and few as
possible.
CAC is one of the main components in preventive control, where ii tries to prevent the

network from reaching an unacceptable level of congestion and rnaintains the traffic load
at a manageable level. In order to achieve this, the following requkments must be
satisfied in CAC:
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CAC m u t be evaluated for each and every node on the potential path. For this

reason, CAC algorith mut be simple in order to meet rd-time cal1 setup
requirements, and avoid large processing time and expensive hardware
implemnt ation.

o It must satisfy the delay and loss requirernent for various service types. Therefore,
it must operate weli with different QoS requirements from different traffc classes

and within the same class.
O

The available network resources are limited and have to be shared fairly. For
exampk, higher QoS offend to a fraction of users rnay lower the availability of
the network resources, and cause other communication requests to be rejected.
Therefore, CAC must be fair to al1 types of communication requests.

O

As stated previously, CAC is exercised on every node dong the assigned path,

and therefore, local decisions, e.g., loss ratios or queuing delays, may not be
optimal from a global point of view. As a result, total computations of the local
decisions are necessary in order to provide an end-to-end guarantee for the user
and to maximize the total network performance.

2.5.2 Resource Reservation
In order to use the network resources efficiently and to guarantee QoS for the established

and new connections, network resources (i-e., bandwidth, buffer space, etc.) must be
reserved in advance. The reservation process is attempted dong the path selected by the
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adopted routing algorithm Traditionally, reservation is perfonned for the duration of the
cal]. In the Integrated Services approach. reservation is made through the RSVP protocol
[41

2.5.3 QoS-Besed Routing with Resource Reservation
As mentioned earlier, one goal of QoS-based routing is to mxhize the network

utilization and improve the total throughput of the network in t e m of accepted calls.
Routing itself does not accept or reject calls, neither d a s it reserve network resources. To
provide QoS guarantees to user flows, two highly related tasks must be perfomd. The
first is to find a feasible path from the source to the destination taking into account the

constraints imposed by CAC. such that it mets the QoS requuernents. The second is to
reserve the resources dong the path. The first task is executed by QoS-based routing and
CAC, while the second is guaranteed by resource reservation protocols. However, it
should be noted that QoS-based routing and resource reservation are two different
techniques. In short, QoS-based routing itself cannot reserve resources, and resource
reservation protocols are not supposed to find the feasible path. Thus, QoS-based routing
is usually used in conjunction with some form of resource reservation or resource

allocation mechanism [211.
Combining a resource reservation protocol with QoS-based routing dows fine control
over the path and resources at the cost of additional state and setup tirne. However,
existing heunstics proposed for real-tirne multicast routing tend to separate the routing
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operation From the connection configuration. A routing tree is generated h t and then the
connection configuration is perfomed, node-by-node, dong the tree. This wiil increase
the network communication cost and the convergence tirne.

X. Jia [6] overcomes this problem by proposing a distributed routing algorithm for reaitirne multicast connections. The idea of the algorithm is to construct routing trees that

mimic Prim's MST algorithm in combination with a distributed shortest path algorithm.
Jia's aigorithm supports the dynamic change of multicast mmbership in the following
way. When a new node wants to join an existing multicast group, it sen& a request to the
source of the group. The source sends a join request to the cment members of the group
on the multicast channel. The request message canies a 3-tuple (new-node, cost, treenode) to record the cost from the tree to the new destination. At each node the request
passes through, the cost and tree-node information are modified if the node has a lower
cost path to the new destination satsfjmg the delay constraint. When the request arrives
at a leaf node dong the tree. the leaf node sen& this cost and tree-node information back
to the source. After coilecting replies from aii the leaf nodes of the tree, the source knows
the tree node closest to the new destination and the cost from the tree to it. It then sen& a
fork message to this tree node to extend the connection to the new destination and reserve
the required resources. Hence, adding the new destination into the rnulticast group, does
not affect the existing connection.
In Jia's aigorithm the cost metnc is assumed to be the number of hops, and the delay

rnetric includes the queuing. transmission and propagation delay. It is assumed that for any
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two ünks e l and e2, if c(e1) 2 c(e2) then d(el) 2 d(e2), thus the least cost path betwem
two nodes, i.e., the shortest path in ternis of cost, is always the shonest delay path
between them The aigonthm generates good-quality routing trees with low network cost,
but if the multicast group is very large, it could take quite a long time to set up a
connection. This is because the source must coUect replies from al1 leaf nodes in the tree
to determine which tree node is closest to the new destination. As a result, the connection
setup time takes a longer t h causing connections to k timed out due to the expiration of
the cal1 setup time M t .

Mon recently, another distnbuted algorithm, receiver-initiated multicast protocol with
multiple QoS constraints (RIMQoS) was proposed [ 5 ] for multicast with dynamic
rnembenhip. It assums that the receiver node (destination) knows al1 the link state
information within its domain. including available bandwidth and total delay on each link.
When a new destination decides to join a rnulticast group, it cornputes a path from the
source of the multicast group to itself that satisfies the bandwidth and delay constraints.
The computed path is generally a minimum cost path based on a well-defined cost metric,
e.g.. numbcr of hops. The destination then sends a join request towards the source with
the compleie path specification. As the join request traverses the path, it carries the QoS
characteristics of the links visited. When a tree receives the join request, it checks the QoS
information in the request. More precisely, it checks the delay dong the path currently
used. If the delay bound is mi, resource resewation takes place fiom the cumnt tree
node towards the destination on the received path to connect the destination to the
multicast tree. Otherwise, a deny message will be sent.
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takes two delay constramts mto consideration, namely end-to-end delay and

delay jitter. It also claims that eiiminating any ünk that does not have the required available
bandwidth From the local topology database easily enforces the bandwidth constraint.
RlMQoS is, therefore, bandwidth conservative. When the network load inmases, the
number of calls accepted by W Q o S demases rapidly. This is because the destination,
when computing a shortest path, excluâes al1 links with insufficient bandwidth from
consideration even if those links are carrying traffic for its own group and bandwidth has
aiready k e n reserved. This results in excluding paths that were most probably feasible to
handle the connection.

QoS-based multicast muting is an indispensable component in high-speed Integrated
Services mtworks. Its main objective is to constmct a multicast tree that optirnizes a
certain objective function, w hich rnakes effective use of net work reso urces, w hile meeting
QoS constraints üke available bandwidth, delay bound, and loss probability.
In this chapter we have presented sorne of the important topics in multicasting. F î t , we
studied the problem of multicast routing algorithms, which is fundamental to research in
multicasting. In Section 2.1 we desaibed the different techniques used for designing lowcost multicast trees, and also reviewed existing routing algorithm that are intended for
designing such trees. In Section 2.2, an o v e ~ e wof heuristics provided to find minimum
Steiner trees for a multicast connection was given. Section 2.3 pointed out the dynarnic
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multicast routing problem and overviewed different proposcd heuristics supporting it. In
Section 2.4, QoS based routing was introduced, where we tint introduced the concept of
quality of s e ~ c and
e its background. Second, we discussed the concepts of QoS-based
routing, its objectives and rnain issues. We provided an overview of QoS-based routing
algonthms in Section 2.5. The relations between QoS-based routing and sorne relevant
techniques, i.e., C d Admission Control (CAC) and resource reservation, were studied in
Section 2.6. In particular, we classified multicast muting problems into several categories
according to their objective funciions and QoS constraints, and presented routing
algonthms in the iiterature in each class. We

&O

outiined the issues and challenges in

providing QoS in multicast routing.
In Chapter 3, we introduce Destination-Controlled Multicast Routing (DCMR)protocol.

DCMR is a distributed, QoS-aware multicast routing protocol that is intended for dynamic
multicast groups. In Chapter 4, we provide a performance evaluation of DCMR using a
comprehensive simulation study. Simulation experiments are conducted in order to study
the impact of caiI characteristics, such as network load, bandwidth requiremnt, delay
bound, and setup tirne h t , on the performance of DCMR. These results are compared to
those of Jia's scherne [6] and RIMQoS [5]. As will be seen in Chapter 4. results show that
DCMR demonstrates a superior c d acceptance ratio and achieves low average cal1 setup

time over both Jia's and RIMQoS algorithrns.

Chapter 3

Destination-Controlled Multicast Routing
@CMR)

In this chapter we first discuss the problems and difficulties we aimtd to solve and how
these problems motivate Our design objectives (see Section 3.1). In Section 3.2 we give an
overview of Our proposed protocol aided with an example to ease the explanation. In
Section 3.3, a detailed description and the pseudo code of the algonthm are given. Finally,
in Section 3.4. we sumrnarize this chapter.

Design Objectives
One of the main objectives of a rnulticast routing protocol is to maximize the number of
accepted calls while, at the same tirne, providing satisfactory QoS to the existing
connections and treating aU requested calls fairly. Therefore, C d Admission Control
(CAC) and network resource reservation for the connection must be included in the

co~ectionsetup process. CAC is exercised on each knk to determine if there are enough
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available resources to guarantee the requested QoS, whüe maintaining the QoS for the
cumntly established connections. If there are enough resources to accommodate the
connection QoS requirernents, the nsources are resemd and the c d is accepteci,
otherwise, the cal1 is rejected (blocked).
A feasible path has to k chosen by the routing protocol before the connection

configuration process takes place. The choice of the routing protocol influences the
decision of the connection configuration process, which in tum depends on the availability
of resources of the chosen path. In addition, high speed networks, viz Integrated Services
networks, experience a rapid change in resource availability, which m y cause network
information to becorne outdated. Taking that into consideration. separating the routing
from the connection configuration process will result in an extra traverse of the path to
setup the connection, which wiU increase the connection setup tirne. Thus, it is not
appropnate for high-speed networks. Moreover, combining the two rnechanisrns together,
without having enough information about the path rnay cause long setup delays since Links
with insufficient QoS resources rnay be included into the pat h, and consequently a selected
path cm be blocked.
To alleviate such problerns, we introduce Destination-Controlled Multicast Routing

(DCMR). DCMR collects information about several available paths between the
multicast tree and the destination node, and then performs backward resoum
reservation along a single path starting at the destination node. Consequentty.
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individuai calls have a better chance to be accepted. without blocking other cals or
wasting network resources.
The design of DCMR has several significant features. Unlike earlier work. the underlying
graph is assumed to be directed, where links have difKerent cost and delay values in each
direction. This rrflects the general case in networks where iink cost and delay are iikely to
be different in each direction due to the increasing heterogeneity of applications and

communication links. A b , resources on a link are resewed in the direction of the
communication channel king created. This causes the links to be asymmetric in the quality
of service they offer. Based on that, it becornes necessary to assume asymmtry of links in
order to develop a reaiistic scheme that can be implemented in high-speed networks.
As discussed earlier, multimedia applications require QoS in terrns of end-to-end delay and
loss probability, w here the underlying network must guarantee such requirernents.

Maximum packet loss pro bability can k guaranteed for multicasting by CAC and resource
reservation, whereas the routing algorithm is responsibk for configuring a multicast tree
to meet the delay bound.
Selection of routing metncs is a second feature of D m . Buffenng and propagation

delay are selected as the delay metric and rrserved bandwidth as the cost metric. The delay
experienced in the network consists of propagation delays and buffenng delays. The
buffenng deiay reflects the reserved bandwidth and tmff~ccharacteristics on the network,
where higher network loads can cause data streams transferred on the network to
expenence longer delays due to increased buffering. Such a behavior makes it seem
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natural to make the buffering &lay of a ünk to be positively comlated to the reserved
bandwidth on that sarne link. This denves the following assumption: if we optimize on
available bandwidth then we indirectly optimize on buffering delay.
It is important in terms of time compkxity to optimize on one additive parameter when
choosing the shortest path. Therefore, using one of the existing shortest path algorithrns
for unicast communication such as. B e b - F o r d ' s algonthm or Dijkstra' s algorithm is
efficientin finding the shortest delay path to connect a tree node with a new destination.
Although this path would be indirectly optimized on bandwidth. there is still no guarantee
that it wiii have the required bandwidth for the connection. This is due to the effcct of
propagation delay on the delay parameter in addition to the buffenng delay. We overcorne
this problem in DCMR by checking for available bandwidth on the path. such that
congested paths are rejected in advance. We ah0 use the path available bandwidth again to
make a preference between paths in the case of several candidate paths.
In previous work, buffenng delay has been included in the delay metric but without
relating it to bandwidth. The cost metric, on the other hand. had been based on hop count,
buffer space or commercial cost. In some cases it was assurned to be equai to the link
delay, for example Jia's algorithm [6].The bandwidth consuaint has k e n taken into
consideration in some algorithms, e.g. RIMQoS [SI, but then ornitted throughout the
description of the algonthm This was based on the assumption that bandwidth can be
easily accomnodated at the time of c~atingthe shortest paths by excluding links that do
not satisfj the bandwidth constraints from consideration (bandwidth-conservative). Such
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exclusion would include links that are already in the multicast connection canying traftc
for its own multicast group. where bandwidth has akeady been reserved. This nsults in
excluding paths that were most probably feasible to handle the connection. Furthemore,
such an assumption is only valid if the link bandwidth is constant through the whole
connection setup process. However, this proves to be wrong when the bandwidth changes
on Links due to frequent reserve and release openitions of other connections in the
network. The need to be aware of bandwidth changes increases the importance of
buffering delay as weU. Omitting the bandwidth changes in selecting a path can result in a
failwe to meet the bandwidt h requirement and, accordingly, the bu ffering delay and
probably the loss rate will also k high. This kd us to the conclusion that buffering delay
on a link should be considered as a dynamic rnetric that changes as the link bandwidth
changes.
In real tirne multimedia appiications, the connection has to be estabiished in a relatively

short time due to the need for a reduced cal1 setup tim limit for such applications. In Jia's
algorithm [6], the source has to coUect replies from al1 leaf nodes in the multicast tree to
determine which t a node is closest to the new destination. As a result, the average
connection setup tirne takes a much longer time causing the connection to be timed out
due to the expj, of the cal1 setup time litnit. Another difficulty is the need to drop the c d
request and reinitiate it every tirne the protocol fails to reserve the resources on the
selected path. This is a very costly procedure that is avoided in DCMR by storing multiple
candidate paths in the destination database. When the resource reservation process fails on
a selected path, the next candidate path is chosen from the destination database and
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rescrvation process starts again. This feature enhances the protocol by giving it the ability
to adapt quickly to resource reservation failures. DCMR also achieves low connection
setup tirne, since it is destination-controlled where the destination is responsible for
choosing a feasible pat h and initiating the reservation process backwards towards the
multicast tree.

The design of DCMR was rnotivated by the following objectives:
Perform accurate routing decisions by studying several possible paths to the
destination node in order to increase the chance of success and hence, maximize
cd1 acceptance.
Reduce the connection setup t h to increase the viabiiity of the protocol by giving
it the abiiity to support applications with short setup delay tolerance.
Reduce call-blocking probability by allowing reservation of only a single path, and
rnaking the reservation kfore the network state changes significantIy, resulting in

a higher network performance.
L i t the arnount of coordination messages between the nodes in the network to
decrease the network overhead.
Be efficient and scalable to large networks.
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Protocol Overview
DCMR is a fuly distributed multicast routing protocol intended for multimedia
applications where users frequently tune in and out. such that a distnbuted dynarnic
routing aigorithm becornes mandatory DCMR consists of two stages, a routing stage and
a connection configuration stage.
The multicast group is initiated when an application sen& a request to open a multicast
connection with QoS panuneters, namely requind bandwidth, end-to-end delay bound.
The application becoms the source of the rnulticast group. When a new d e s t i ~ t i o n
decides to join a multicast tree rooted at a source node (see Figure 3.1a). it fint inquires
for the address of the source, and then sen& a unicast join-reg message to the source to
join the tree. This request would carry the maximum setup time Lirnit the cal can tolerate.
The routing stage starts upon receiving the request at the source, which k t sen& a
for&-req message to the outgoing links down the multicast channel to trigger the routing

process at the tree nodes (see Figure 3.lb). The forkreq message carries the cal1 QoS
requirements, i.e., requind bandwidth, end-to-end &lay bound. and the setup time limt,
in addition to the accumulated delay. The accumulated delay is initialized ai the source
with the delay of the next link tu be traversed. The source also checks its local routing

table for the shortest path to the desrination and its associated QoS parameters. If the
QoS requkernents are met, the source sen& a selup-req message on the shortest path

towards the destina~ionwith the path information.
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Each tree node. upon receiving the fo&-req message, knows the accumulated delay from
the source to itself as it is incluàed in the mssage. The tree node will then follow the

same procedure as the source and checks its shortest path to the destination for the QoS
requirements in addition to the setup tirne limit. If they are met, the node sends. in its tum,
a setup-reg message to the destination with its shortest path information. For instance,
consider Figure 3.1~.when the bandwidth requirement and the delay bound are 15 and
90, respectively. Tree noàes 1. 2, 3 and 4 can connect to the new destination d by paths
(1, d), (2, 6, d). (3, d) and (4, d), respectively. The minimum avaiiable bandwidth and the

accumulated delay (available bandwidth. delay) for the paths are (25, 70). (10, 80), (30.

85) and (20, go), respectively. Paths from nodes 1, 3 and 4 m e t the QoS requirements
and, t herefore. the respective nodes send setup-req messages to the destination, w hereas

the path at node 2 is congested and violated the bandwidth requirement.

The setup-req message carries the cal1 QoS requiremnts and the shortest path QoS
parameters, Le., the minimum available bandwidth on the path and the accumulated delay

from the source to the cumnt tree node. Each time the setup-req message reaches an
intenediate node, the node checks the setup time limit and resource availability, and
updates the traversed QoS parameten. The sezup-reg message wiU proceed only if the
setup time iirnit is not exhausted and the local node has the required resources. Otherwise,
the setup-req message will be discarded.
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Switch trre node

Multicast Iink

Link parametas are (rescrved bandwidih,
delay), rcquired availablt bandwidth = 15,
delay bound = 90, and link capacity = 100.

Figure 3.1: Illustration of DCMR
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The destination, in the

muin

t h , is idle waiting for candidate paths canied in the

setup-req messages to amve. Each tirne a setup-req message reaches the destination. the
path information it carries wiil be stored in the destinution database. As the first setup-req
mssage is received at the destination, the connection configuration stage stzuts
afterwards by having the destination choose a feasible path from the set of candidate paths
in its database. The &stz*~tionchooses the path with the maximum available bandwidth

meeting the delay bound Then, it sen& an ACK message, which carries the selected path
information, backward on the chosen path to start rese~ngthe required resources.
Considering Figure 3Jd, among the three paths received at the destination, path (3. d)
achieves the maximum available bandwidth, and, therefore, is chosen by the destination for
estabiishing the connection as it sends an ACK message.
Reservation continues on the selected path until a tree node is reached. where ai this point

ail Links on the path have been reserved and the connection has been established (see
Figure 3.2e). On the other hand, if reservation fails at an intermediate node due to CAC
conditions, i.e., required bandwidth and delay bound, a NACK message will be sent on the
path and all the way to the destinution. Every node that receives the NACK message wili
release the previously reserved resources for the connection. When the NACK message
reaches the desiination, ii will trigger the destination to choose the next best feasible path
from its database. The NACK message is assumed to carry a list of al1 blocked links
encountered in trying to setup the corresponding connection on the previous path. The
blocked list will be used when selecting the next candidate path to avoid previously
blocked links. The connection configuration process will continue until one of three things
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happen; the destination succaeds to connect to the tree, then are no mort candidate
paths, or the setup time limit is exhausteci and the connection is timed out. The reservation
proceu is completed once the ACK message naches the tree node connechg the
destinution with the multicast tree. The destination on the other hand, will know about the

connection establishment when it receives the k s t multicast data packet.
In dynamic multicast group rnembership, nodes are allowed to join and leave the rnulticast

tree a n y t h during the cession. When a member tree node wants to kave the group, it
sends a release-req muage towards the source of the group. The algorithm first marks
the node bbdeleted".If the member node is a leaf node, it wiU be removed dong with ali the
rnulticast Links connecting it to the tree. Otherwise, it can't be remved since it forwards
data messages to other group memben in the tree. In this case, it stays connected and
becornes a switch tree node such that it only performs switching operations.

3.3 DCMR Detailed Description
DCMR builds a multicast tree in a fully distributed fahion, where every node in the
network executes the s a m algorithm. The protocol begiw with only the source node in
the tree and grows sequentially as new destinations jom the rnulticast group. During the
lifetime of a multicast session, usudy there are multipk concurrent multicast routing
activities running in the network, where such activities are separated by different group
IDs. In our case, we will concentrate on one instance of multicast routing only throughout
the discussion of the protocol.
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We k t define the network mode1 by expressing the multicasting probkm in graphtheontic terms and formulating the routing metrics that are to be used by DCMR. We
follow that with a forma1 description of DCMR, which includes the messages exchanged
and a pseudo code description of the algorithm

3.3.1 Network Mode1
The network is modeled as a weighted connecteci graph G = (V, E) where links are
considered to be asyrmntnc such that, the iink cost and delay in one direction is different
fiom the other. The problem of multicast path generation can then be viewed as the
problem of generating a duected Steiner tree (DST).Each link e is assigned a bandwidth
parameter b(e) and a delay parameter d(e).b(e) is associated with the available bandwidth
of the link, where a higher available bandwidth is represented by a higher value. d(e) is the

sum of the perceived buffering delay, transmission delay and propagation delay over that
Link. We also give the following definitions.
Definition 1: The available bandwidth of a shortest delay path (P..)between two nodes v
and u will be denoted by b(P,J and it will represent the minimum available bandwidth on

al1 the links From v to u or b(P,.) = min (b(e)),for all e E P... . This path is said to rneet
the available bandwidth requirement, B, if b(P,.) 1 B.
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Definition 2: The delay of a shortest delay path will be denoted by d(PvWu)
and it will
represent the accumulated end-to-end packet delay on ail the links h m v to u or

d(P,J =

d(e) for ail e E P... This path is said to meet the delay bound A if d(PV,J9 A.

Definition 3: A feasible path from an existing multicast tree to a new destination is a
network path that connects the new destination to a node on the tree, where every node
on the path has the required resources, Le., availabk bandwidth under the delay bound
constraint.

Definition 4: A route-table is used to denote the local routing table at each node vE V in
the network, such that for any node u E V,the route-table maintains:

mute-table(u1.d is the delay of the path, defined earlier by d(P,.).
route-tablc[u].b is the minimum avaiiabk bandwidth on the shonest delay path
from v to u, defined earîier by b(P,.).
O

route-table[u].nextis the next node to k visited on the shortest path to u.

Let s E V be the source node and let M C V wirh s not in V. be the set of multicast group

member nodes (member tree nodes). A MuIticast tree (7) is recorded in the multicast
nodes through their multicast entries (network interfaces). In our scheme, we will
represent the incoming network interface of a node by T-in, and the outgoing network
interface by T-out.
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Definition 5: A fork node is a tree node with more than one outgoing interface, i.e.,
IT-ouri > 1.

The following assumptions an made:

o The address of the multicast me, precisely the source, can be obtained on demand
by the new destination node. This can be done by inquiring the Session Directory

WI
A unicast message h m one node to any other node in the network wil be

delivered by the network unicast routing protocol.
o

Each node is assurneci to rnaintain its up-to-date local state information (such as
delay and available bandwidth) on each outgoing iink.

CI

A node has no information regarding the global network state or the state of any

other node in the network.
o

Each node hows the shortest delay path and the minimum available bandwidth on
the path to every other node in the network. This information is storeci in the
node's local routing table. To compute the shortest paths, one of the two weC
known shortest path algorithms: Bellman-Ford or Dijkstra, can k used. The
shortest path is based on the delay rnetric and collects the minimum available
bandwidth information on the way.

3.3.2

Messages Exchanged by DCMR

The folowing messages are used in our proposed DCMR protocol:
join-reg (p): a unicast join request message carrying the setup time Mt ( p ) the

cal1 cm tolerate (loss probabiiity can be also added).
O

for&-reg (B. A, p, dly): a fork multicast request message that carries the foiiowing
parameters:

Cal1 characteristics: bandwidth lower bound (B), end-totnd delay bound (A)
and setup t i m delay (p).
Dly: thedelayofthetraversed path Fromthesource to the current node.
setup-req (B, A, p, dly, band, c a n d ~ h )a:unicast setup message that contains

the sarne panuneters as in the fork-req message. In addition, it contains a
cLUfd'ath, which is a feosible pa~hfrom a tree node to the destinaiion, as well as
band, which represents the minimum available bandwidth encountered from the

tree node to the current node.
O ACK

(B, reserveqath): a mervation message that contains the bandwidth lower

bound B and the resentegath, which represents the candidate path chosen to
connect the destination node with the tree.
o NACK ( r e s e r v e ~ hblk-links):
,
A negat ive acknowledgment message to release

the resources on reservegath. It also contains blk-links, which are assurned to be
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a list of aii blocked links encountend in earlier attempts to setup the connection. A

NACK message is an indication of nsource reservation failure and triggers the
destination to select another feasible path.
rele-req

0: A termination message sent by a member tree node to disconnect

itself from the multicast tree. This message releases the resources of the established
connection fiom the member node to the multicast tree.

3.3.3

The Pseudo Code Description

As rnentioned earlier, DCMR builds the multicast tree in a distributed fashion. where every

node in the network mns the same algorithm Different types of nodes (source node. tree
node, intemediate node and destinmion node) react differently to messages exchanged in
the protocol. The operations of each node are triggered by the arriva1 of a control message
(ioin-req, fork-req, setup-reg, ACK, NACK andor release-req). For ease of description,

we will explain the pseudo code for each node type separately.

333.1

The Algorithm for the Source Node

A pseudo code of the algorithm for the source node for the routing and connection

configuration stage is show in Figure 3.2a and b, respectively. In lines 1-16, a new
destinution "dest",requiring the reception of the multicast transmission sen& the source a
j o i ~ r e qmessage to join the tree. This request would carry the maximum setup time limit
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p the c d can tolerate. Upon receiving the q u e s t at the source, it first checks if p is
exhausteci. In this case, it would discard the nquest. Othenvise, the routing stage begins
by the source checking if the destinution is a tree node, then it becornes a member of the

p u p and can receive the transmission (ünes 3,4). If the destination is not a tree node,
then the source kgins to forward a multicast message (fork-reg) with its associated QoS
requirements and the maximum setup tirne to al1 outgoing interfaces in T-out down the
tne (lines 6-8). In lines 11-13, the source checks its local routing table for the shortest

path to the destination. If it mets the CAC conditions, then it sen& a setup-reg message
to the destination. The setup-req message carries the delay and available bandwidth of the

first link to be traversad, in addition to the cal1 QoS requirernents and the maximum setup
time p. Lines 17-19 represent the case when a setup-req message is received by the

source. In this case, it will be discarded in order to avoid loops and dupiicate paths (more
details are given in Section 3.4).
In the connection configuration stage (Figure 3.2b), lines 20-29 indicate an ACK message
arrival. in which case, the resources on the shonest path horn the source to the new

destination have been successiùlly reserved on al1 links except the one at the source node.
The outgoing network interface T-out at the source is updated if the next Link on the
shortest path to the destination satisfies the connection requinmnts. In such case, the
resources on the îink are reserved and the destination is added to the multicast group,
where it can start receiving the multicast data transmission. Otherwise, NACK is sent from
the source dong the reserved path fragment to indicate the failure of the candidate path,
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see lines 30-33. When a c d is n o d y terminated, a release-reg message is sent fiom the

destination up the tree to the source. Upon nceiving the rele-req

message, the source

releases the reserved resources on the iink involved in the connection and connection
information are also removed from the network interfaces.

1. join-req (p),meived from a destination node "dest "
if (p is not exhausted) then
2.
if (dest is a tree node) then
3.
4.
start transmitting to dest;
5.
eke
for every branching link e E T-out do
6.
llforwardfork-reg message to tree nodes down the tree
sendfork-req (B, A, p, d(e)) on e;
7.
8.
end for;
9.
treenode = source;
next = route-table f d e s ].ne=;
10.
if route-table[dest] .b 2 B and route~uble[dest].d 5 A then
11.
send setup-req (B, A, p, d(next), b(next),route-table[dest].path)tO n a ;
12.
13.
end if;
14.
end else;
15.
endif;
16. end join-req.

17. setup-req (B, A, p. dly, band, candgarh)
18. discard message;
19. end setup-req.

Figure 3.h: The algorithm for the source node during the muting stage.
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20. ACK (B. resentegath), received from node v on Link e
if p is not exhausted then
2 1.
22,
if b(e) 2 B then
23.
Resewe resources on e;
24.
Tout = T-out + { e ) ;
25.
else
26.
send NACK(e) to v;
27.
end else;
28. endif;
29. end ACK.
30. release-reg (), received from link e
3 1. release resources on e;
32. T-out = T-out - ( e );
33. end re1ea.w-reg.

Figure 3.2b: The algonthm for the source node during the conneetion configuration
stage*

33.3.2

The Algorithm for a Tree Node

A pseudo code of the algonthm for a tree node for the routing and comection stage is

nspectively shown in Figures 3.3a and b. Upon receiving the furk-req message at a tree
node (Figure 3.3a. lines 1-S), the algorithm first checks if p is exhausted. In this case, it

discards the request. Othenvise, the routing process continues by forwarding the multicast
message (rork-req) after incremnting the accumulated delay with the delay of the link to
be traversed

next. The fork-req message will also cany the c d ' s associated QoS

requiremnts and p. In lines 6-12, the tree node checks its local routing table for the
shortest path to the destination. If the path meets the CAC conditions, then the tree node
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sends a setup-reg message towards the desti~tion.The se-req

message carries the

accumulated delay from the source to itself, plus the delay of the b t link to be traversed,

in addition to the available bandwidth of that iink. the cal1 QoS requirements and p.

The procedure for handiing a setup-reg message (Lines 15- 17) or an ACK message (Figure
3.3b. iines 18-26) are simila. to that of the source node. In the connection configuration

stage (Figure 3.3b), ünes 27-44 show the case when a releuse-reg message is received at
a tree node indicating the temination of the destination transmission or the c d . First, the
resources on the outgoing link to the destination are released and the iink is removed from
T-out. If the tree node is a fork node, then it cannot disconnect itself from the muhicast

tree since it fonvards messages to other members in the tree. In this case, it only changes
its fbnction to perform switching operation (and becornes a swt*tchtree node). Othenvise.
it is disconnected from the multicast tree and the release_req is forwarded up the tree on

the network incoming interface T-in, which will be dekted thereafter. Lines 45-51
represent the case when a member tree node decides to leave the multicast group. If the
rnember node is a kaf node, it is removed dong with al1 the multicast links connecting it
to the tree, where a rele-req

is sent up the tree dong the path connecting the node

with the multicast tree. On the other hand, if the member node is also a switch tree node
such that it forwards message to other rnembers in the tree, then it rernains connected, but
only functions as a sw1'tch tree node.
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3.333 The Algorithm for an Zntennediate Node
A pseudo code of the algorithm for an intermediate node for the routing and connection

configuration stage is respectively shown in Figures 3.4a and b. In Figures 3.4a. lins 1-9
represent the case when a setup-reg message is received at an intemediate node. If p is
not exhausted, then the node checks if the QoS requiremnts are met on the c m n t
traversed path plus the iink to be travened next. If so, the routing process continues by

forwarding the setup-req message to the next node on the candidate path after updating
the accurnulated delay and updating the available bandwidth with those of the next iink.

1 . fork-reg (B, A, p, dly), received fiomnode v
2.
if (p is not exhausted)
for (every branching link e E T'out ) do
3.
Illorwardfork-reg to m e nodes down the tree
4.
forwardfork-req(B, A, p, dly + d(e))on e;
5.
end for;
6.
if (route-table[dest].b1 B and (dly + route-table[àèst].d) 5 A )
7.
tree-no& = local-node;
8.
next = routeetable[destJ .n&;
9.
1 = iink connecting n a ;
10.
cand-h
= route-tabIe(dcsr].path;
11.
send setup-req(B, A, p. dly + d(l),b(l),candgoth)
12.
end if;
13. endif;
14. end fork-reg.

15. setup-reg (B, A, p. dly, band, candgarh)
16. discard message;
17. end setup-reg.
Figure 3-3a: The aigorithm for a tree node during the routing stage.
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18. ACK (B. reseruegalh), received frorn node v on Link e
19. if ( p is not exhausted)
20.
if (b(e)>: B)
21.
Reserve resources on e;
34.
T-out = T'out + { e };
22,
else
23.
Send NACK(e) to v;
24.
end else;
25.
end if;
26. end ACK.

27. releascreq (), received frorn node u on iink e
28. release resources on e;
35.
T-out = T-out - { e };
36. if IT-out1 = O then
Ilnot a fork node
37.
forward releare_req () on T-in;
38.
T-in = @
39. endif;
40. end re2ea.w-req.
4 1. When leaving the multicast group do
42.
if IT-owI= O then

//dest is a leaf node
43.
forward rele~re_req() on T-in ;
44.
T-in = (&
45.
end if;
46.
rernove cal1 information fkom database;
47. end.

Figure 3.3b: The algorithm for a bor node during the connection cod~guration
stage.

In Figures 3.4b, lines 10-22 represent the amival of an ACK message during the

connection configuration stage. If there is enough avaîiable bandwidth for the call,
resource reservation takes place and the multicast connection is configured by updating
the network interfaces. Otherwise, a NACK message is sent from this node dong the
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nsmred path towards the destinarion as an indication of connection faiiure. When NACK
is received at an ilitemdiate node, resources and network interfaces wili be rtieased. As
weil, a NACK message is forwarded to the next node on the merved path (lines 29-34).
When an intermediate node receives a rele-req

message (ünes 35-42) as an indication

of c d termination, if no connection configuration had took place at this node, the message
will be discarded. On the other hand, if resomes have been resewed, then they are

released and connection information is removed fiom the network interfaces. The
message is also forwarded towards up the t n e on the network incoming

rele-req

interface T-in. It should be noted that for an intemediate node, the default value for T-in
and T-out is

4. However, during connection configuration, the interfaces are modified to

npnsent the rese~edpath. This is a temporary state, where an intermediare node
becomes a tree node once the connection is estabtished.

-

setup-req (B, A, p, dly, band, candjath)
if p is not exhausted then
next = cand>ath.nat;
e = iink connecting n a ;
if min(band, b(e))2 B and (&y + d(e)5 A) then
forward setup-req(B,A,p, dly + d(e),niin(band, b(e)),candgath) to n a ;
end if;
end if;
end setup-req.
.-

- .--

.--

. . .

Figure 3.4a: The algorithm for an infernediale node during the routing stage.
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10. ACK (B, reservegath), received from node v on link e
if (p is not exhausteci)
11.
12.
if (b(e) 2 B)
13.
Reserve resowces on e;
14.
next = reseniegath. next;
T-ouf = ( e ) ;
15.
Tin = link connecting next;
16.
forward ACK (B, reservegath) to next;
17.
18.
else
19.
send NACK(e) to v;
20.
end else;
21.
endif;
22. end ACK.

29. NACK (blk-links), received on interface T-in
30.
release resources on iink e E T-out;
3 1.
forward NACK (6-links) on e.
32.
T-out = @
33.
T-in=&
34. end NACK.

35. release-req 0, received from node u on iink e
if lT-out1 f 0 then
36.

release resources on e;
foward release-req () on T-in;
39.
T-out= 6
40.
T-in =
41.
endit
42. end release-reg.
37.
38.

Figure 3.4b: The algorithm for an inîemedicde node during the conneetion
configuration stage.
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33.3.4 The Algorithm for the Destination Node
A pseudo code of the algoithm for the desti~tionno& for the routing and connection
stage is respectively shown in Figures 3.5a and b. In Figures 3Sa, lines 1-10 show the

start of the comection configuration stage during the routing stage. As se-req
messages reach the destination no& carrying information on candidate paths and their
QoS information. the destination stores this information in its database, where a list of
candidate paths is maintained. If no candidate path has baen chosen (no ACK message has
been sent) when the waiting tirne (7) expins then the destination chooses the path with the

maximum available bandwidth from the candidate list. The resewation process then kgins
by sending an ACK message on the chosen path.

(B, A, p, dly, band, candgath) received from node v
cand-list = cand-Iist + (candjath) ;
ifIT-inl=Othen
// ACK not sent
4.
wait until tirne 't is reached;
Ilchoose the candidate path with the maximum available bandwidth
choose candqrih E cund-List: b(cmdjath) is the largest;
5.
6.
next = cand~ath~nexi;
T-in = tink connecting next;
7.
8.
send ACK (B, cundgath) to n a ;
9. end if;
10. end setup-req.
1. setup-req

2.
3.

Figure 3Sa: The algorithm for the desaination node during the routing stage.
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T-in = &
//remove blocked paths
for every canddath E cand-list do
if 3 (e E candjath and e E blk-links) thea
cund-list = cand-lis2 - candqath;
end if;
end for;
//choose the next candidate pat h
choose candjath E candJist: b(candgath) is the largest
if ccuuija~hexists then
next = cand-path.nex~;
T-in = iink connecting next;
send A CK (B, candgath) to n a t ;
end if;
24. end NACK.
25. When p is exhausted do
26. if 1T-out1 = O and 1T-in1# 0 then
// not a tree node and ACK has been sent
27.
forward releme-req () on T-in ;
28.
T-in = &
29. end if;
30. rernove caii information from database;
3 1. end.
32. When receiving the first data packet do
//connection estabiished
33. rernove unnecessary information fkom database;
34. end.

Figure 3Sb: The aigorithm for the destination node during the connecton
configuration stage.
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In Figures 3Sb, lines 11-24 show the alternative path criteria. When a NACK message
carrying the blocked links is received, k t , al1 candidate paths that contain any of the
blocked links are removed h m the k t . Then, another candidate path with the maximum
available bandwidth is selected foxm the rernaining candidates, if any, to re-attempt
connection configuration. At any tirne during the connection setup process and before the
connection is established, if the etup t i m limit is nached, then the comeztion has failed
(timd out). In this case, any resoufces that have been reserved for this connection should
k rekased. If the destination is not a tree node and an ACK message has been aiready

sent. then a re1ea.w-req is sent up the tree on the previously chosen candidate path. As a
consequence, ail the resources on this path will be released. in addition to removing the

cal1 information from the destination database (lines 25-31). The arriva1 of the first data
packet is an indication of connection establishment, and therefore, any unnecessary
information is removed from the destination database, see iines 32-34.

In this chapter, we first discussed the probkm and difficulties we aimd to solve and how
did these problems rnotivate our design objectives (see Section 3.1). In Section 3.2 we
introduced the Destination-Controlled Multicast Routing (DCMR) protocol. DCMR is a
distributed, QoS-aware multicast routing protocol that is intended for dynarnic multicast
groups. A detailed description and the pseudo code of the algorithm were given in Section
3.3.

It should be noted that although DCMR requires different functionality from various
nodes in the network, its implementation is a straightforward one. We iist some of the
characteristics that make DCMR suitable for implementation in high-speed networks.

DCMR is loop fke. Control messages include a List of al1 nodes on the shortest
path to the destination and though, loops can be instantly detected. In addition. the

setup-req message will be discarded if it reeches the source node or a tree node in
order to avoid loops and duplicate paths. This is shown in the pseudo code in

Figure 3.2a, Lines 17-19 and in Figurer 3.3a. h e s 15-17. For instance, in Figure
3. lc of node addition, the shonest path from the source to the new destination d is

(s, 7, 3, d). The available bandwidth and delay of this path is 40 and 70,
~spectively,which mets the QoS requirernents of required bandwidth (15) and
delay bound (90). Nevertheless, the se-req

message sent from the source will

be discarded at tree node 3.

DCMR is fùlly distnbuted, no knowledge of the global network state is assumed
and nodes use only their local routing information.

DCMR integrates routing with resource reservation, resulting in fewer control
messages ktween nodes and a shorter connection setup time.
Only nodes on the multicast channel and on candidate paths are involved in the
connection establishment, where node coordination is achieved by passing network
messages.
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DCMR does not require the storage of any information regarding a requested
connection at the network nodes, except for the destination node.

O

DCMR is destination controlled in that the destination defines the paths the traffc
should foUow. This gives the protocol a unique abiiity to avoid certain nodes and
to prefer others for reasons such as security.

DCMR has high caii acceptance ratio and short comection setup time. This is due
to the upto-&te state of feasibh paths, which is coiiected at the destination no&.
As a result, congested paths are avoided and a path at the destination node is

highly likely to rneet the QoS requirements.

O

DCMR is scalable to large networks as the numkr of control messages associated
with path computation is aiways less than or equal to the size of the multicast

group. This can be further reduced, as we wül explain in Section 5.2.

Chapter 4
Performance Evaluation

In this chapter, a performance study of the proposed DCMR scheme is conducted. The
resuhs are analyzed and compared to the performance of lia's scheme for handling
dynarnic membership 161, and RIMQoS scheme [SI. Section 4.1 explains the simulation
model adopted in this study, which includes the network model and the traffic model. This
is followed by a definition of the experirnental settings used in the simulation. The results
of our investigation of the effect of network Ioad, rcquired bandwidth. delay bound and
setup tirne tirnit on the performance of the differemt algorithrns are shown in Section 4.2.
Finally, Section 4.3 provides a surnrnary of the results obtained in this chapter.

4.1 Simulation Mode1
The simulation mode1 includes the network model and the traffic model, followed by the
experimntal setting used in the simulation. The performance of the proposed algonthrns is
determined through simulation of the connection setupltermination processes.
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4.1.1 Network Mode1
In order to make the simulation nsults independent of the characteristics of any network
topology, network graphs were generated randomly. Randomiy generated network
topologies provide the flexibiiity that is necessary in setting the network parameters such
as number of nodes and node degrees. Random topology graphs were generated by
adopting the method proposed by Waxrnan [28]. The Waxman network generation mode1
is widely accepted in the networking community and has been used in several multicast
routing heuristics [SI, 161, [9], [IO], [183 [39].
Each graph is comprised of n nodes that are randomly created with integer coordinates,
and distributed over a square coordinate grid (gxg). The distance ktween any pair of
nodes u, v is the Euclidean distance, denoted as d(u, v). Links are introduced between pairs
of nodes u, v with the probabiiity P(u.v) = /lup (-d(u,v) 1 d),
where /?and a are
parameters in the range (O, 11, and L is the maximum distance between any two nodes in
the graph and is given by (sqrt(2)*g).A random number r in the range (O, 1) is generated
and if r < P(u.v), then the link is added. Mer the graph is created and connected we run

Rim's MST algorithm [23] to check that the graph is connected before we proceed with
the simulation mn.
The source and the nodes to be added or deleted from the Multicast group are randornly
picked. To simulate the dynamic behaviour of a multicast group, a sequence of joideave
requests were created using a probability huiction to detemine if an event is an amival or

a departure of a node from the connection. The hinction ,P

= z (n - M)/(z (n - M)+(1-

z) M) W the probability that an event is a join event. where M is the number of mernber
nodes in the current connection. and z is a number in the range (O, 1). z represmts the

desiced fraction of multicast group memkrs in the connection ai equilibrium, such that
w h e n M I n = ~PH=?+.

High-speed networks an expected to support aii existing, as weil as emrging services,
which include voice, video and data. Different types of connections are estabüshed in the
network and various-volume streams are transmitted, while multicast connections are
king estabtished andor released. The background traffic in the network is rnodeled by
assigning a value for the reserved bandwidth on network links. The reserved bandwidth on

a ünk is used to reflect the network load, such that higher reserved bandwidth values
reprisent

higher network loads. Since high-speed networks experience a rapid change in

the availability of resources, as new co~ectionsare estabüshed and others tom down, the

iink's nserved bandwidth changes accordingly. In the simulation, the reserved bandwidth
changes exponentially on randomly picked links.

4.13 Experimental Setting
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The simulations used in this thesis are discnte event driven simulations that are developed

using C language. The simulator consists of four cornponents:
Net work generator: responsible for generating randorn topology network graphs

and setting the network parameters such as nurnber of nodes and node degree.
Protocol simulator: simulates the actual behavior of the protocol in response to
connection setup and temination processes and the comsponding events.
Traffic manager: nsponsible for generating join and leave requests and network
background traffic. Le., network Ioad and changing ünk's reserved bandwidth
accordingly.
Event handler: Maintains a tirne-ordered schedule of events in the simulation.
The simulation results are achieved with 90% confidence intervals (see appendix A). Each
simulation experiment is observed over 100 runs. each nin consists of 2000 requests to the
multicast group. For each mn. a new graph is created with a different topology and the
source and the destination noies are picked randomly from the set of nodes. Al1 network
graphs used for the simulation had 60 nodes distributed over a (30x30) coordinate grid.
The multicast group sue c m grow up to 30% of the network size. The pararneters /land a

were set such that the graphs are spme with an average node degree of less than five.
Random reserved bandwidth on each link is generated uniformiy from the set [min,100]
units, where min is the desired network load in an experiment. The propagation delay of a
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link e is the Euclidean distance in the coordinate plane, where the buffering delay of e is
computed according to the function: (average propagation delay for al1 links) * (fraction
of the reserved bandwidth to the total bandwidth on e). Local routing tables at the
network nodes are recornputed with every new request to the multicast group.
The call requests were generated with the following parameters:
Call requests (joinlleuve) to the source are exponentially distributed with rnean 5

from the end of the previous nquest.
Due to the high transmission rate, the time delay for control messages is taken to
be the propagation delay only.

Al1 connections within the same multicast tne are assumed to have the sarne QoS
requirernents.
Waiting tirne at the destination before releasing the ACK message is equal to 10
units (7=IO).

The network performance masures of interest

are the call acceptance ratio, average

connection setup time and the cal1 blocking ratio due to lack of bandwidth (CBRLB)
during resource reservation. The connection setup tirne is computed from the time the
juin-req departs the destination until the destination is notified with the connection

establishment by receiving the first data packet. A c d is accepted if a feasible path
connecting the destination to the mdticast tree is found within the setup time limit.
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Discussion of Results
A number of simulation experiments were conducted in order to study the effect of

network load, connection bandwidth requinment, delay bound and setup time limit on the
performance of DCMR,compared with RIMQoS [ 5 ] and Jia's [6] algorithms. The reason
to choose RIMQoS and Jia's algorithm among al1 the proposed multicast routing
algorithrns in Chapter 2, is that they are the most erninent. Both aigorithms have been
recently proposed in the literature as distributed, QoS-aware and intended for multicast
routing with dynamic membership. Furthemiore, RIMQoS and Jia's aigorithm were shown
to achieve better performance when compared to several other routing algorithms.

RIMQoS compares its results to SPT (Shortest Path Tree) algorithm KPP algonthm [ I 11,
and a grecdy algorithm [48], whereas Jia's algorithm's performance was compared to SPT
and KPP [Il], in addition to Kumar's and Jat5e's algonthm [17], and BSMA algorithm
[ 181. In this simulation, we show that

DCMR has superior performance to both RIMQoS

and Jia' s algorithms.
The network default settings used in the simulation are set as follows (unless otherwise
specified). Network load = 30%. required bandwidth = 15%. delay bound = 90 time units
and cal1 setup time iimit = 150 time units.
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4.2.1 Effect of Network Load
The experiments in this stction study the ef'fect of network load and bandwidth
requirement on the cal1 acceptance ratio. Figures 4. la and b, and Figures 4. lc and d plot
the c d acceptance ratio versus network load under light and heavy bandwidth
requirement, respectively. The experiments are conducted under a relaxed delay bound

(120 time units) to decrease its effect on the cal1 acceptance ratio and another time under a
tight delay bound (90 tirne units).
As the network load increases while the delay bund is relaxed, the cal1 acceptance ratio

decreases slowly for al1 routing algonthrns as it becornes harder to find links with the
required available bandwidth. DCMR outperform RIMQoS by 90% and lia's algorithm by
115%. DCMR and RiMQoS outperform Jia's algonthrn because both are bandwidth
aware and choose a path that has the ~ q u i r e dbandwidth under the delay bound. Whereas

Jia's algonthrn tries to optiniize on delay increasing the chance for higher reserved
bandwidth links to be chosen in favor of lower reserved bandwidth links and accordingly
increasing the cal1 blocking ratio due to lack of bandwidth (CBRLB)dunng resources
reservation, see Figure 4.2a In addition, in lia's algorithm the source collects replies from
al1 the Ieaf nodes in the tree to determine which tree node is ciosest to the new destination.
As a result, the average connection setup time is longer. which causes the connection to be

tirned out. DCMR and RIMQoS maintain almost the same average setup t h , which is
almost haif the time required by lia's algorithm. see Figure 4.3a. In Figure 4.2% we can
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DCMR has lower CBRLB than RIMQoS, which explains why DCMR perfonns

better in terms of c d acceptance ratio. The low CBRLB is the result of the up to date
information camied in the setup-rq message to the destination and also the ability of

DCMR to choose an alternative path in case of resource rcservation failure. When the
network load gets extnmly high, the c d acceptance ratio by RnvIQoS decreases rapidly.

This is because the destination, when cornputing a shortest path, excludes all links with
insufficient bandwidth from consideration even though those links an carrying t a c for
its own group, and bandwidth has akeady been reserved. This results in excluding paths
that were most probably feasible to handle the connection.
As the delay bound kcomes tighter (Figure 4. lb), the performance of DCMR and

W Q o S decrease faster than Jia's algorithm The delay bound starts to have a major
effect on call acceptance ratio, which increases the difficulty of hding a path that mets
both the bandwidth quirement and the delay bound. Nevertkless, DCMR still
outperforms the other two algorithms. RIMQoS outperfoms Jia's algorithm at Iighter
loads, but Jia's algorithm outperform RlMQoS as the network load increases. This is
because the problem of finding a feasible path becomes very hard for RIMQoS, where all

links with insufficient bandwidth have been exciuded kom consideration, even Links that
are already in the rnulticast tree and have the requind bandwidth reserved.
In Figure 4.lc as the application bandwidth requiremnt becoms twice as much under a
relaxed delay bound, all algorithms perform poorly as the network load increases. This is

because al1 three algonthms tend to fail in finding a path with the required bandwidth
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during the connection setup time limit. Nevertheless, DCMR still outperfomis the other
two algorithms, where it achieves a 100% higher call acceptance ratio than Jia's algorithm,
which outperforms RIMQoS. Figure 4.2b shows that Jia's algorithm is the only algorithm

rejecting cak mainiy due to lack of banâwidth during the nservation process. This is
because Jia's algorithm does not avoid congested paths in the routing process. Another
important observation is that Jia's algorithm outperforms RIMQoS in terms of c d
acceptance ratio. This is due to the fact that RXMQoS is bandwidthîonsemative such that
it excludes ünks that are aiready reserved for the multicast connection, where there is no

need for such an action. &O the connections tend to fail due the lack of bandwidth before

they are timed out, which then favon Jia's algorith
As for the average setup tirne, Figure 4.3b shows that EUMQoS has a slightly lower setup

time than DCMR, but this coma at the expense of lower cail acceptance ratio. As call

acceptance ratio decreases to Iess than 2046, the average setup t i m also decreases, since it
becornes hard to find a path satisfyuig the bandwidth rrquiremnt within p. giving a higher
chance to paths with shorter delay to be accepted to estabtish the connection. The setup
time for Jia's algorithm is significantly higher, since the source musc collect replies fiom al1
Ieaf tree nodes to determine which tree node is closest to the new destination.
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Cali setup time lirnit = 150
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4.2.2 Effect of Bandwidth Requirement (B)
The effect of changing the bandwidth requirement is similar to that of the network load
(set Figure

4.4). smce incressing either the network load or the bandwidth quiremnt

makes it increasingly hard to find links with the required avaiiable bandwidth. In Figure
4.4. with a tight setup time lirnit and nlaxed delay bound, DCMR stiil outperfom the
other two schemes. As the bandwidth requirement increases. Jia's algorithm starts to
outperfom RIMQoS, as RIMQoS is bandwidthconservative. As mentioned eariier, Jia's
algorithm suffers from a high average setup tirne (Figure 4.6). It is worth noting here that
under high bandwidth requirement, DCMR still achieves best cal1 acceptance ratio results,
where it outperforms Jia's algorithm by 155% and RIMQoS by 410% for high values of
required bandwidth (see Figure 4.4a).
Incnasing the setup time limit gives Jia's algorithm more time to receive al1 the replies

from the leaf nodes and accordingly perform bttter. The nsult of this experiment is shown
in figure 4.4bt where the setup time M t had been increased to 200. It is obvious that
Jia's algorithm starts to perform better than RIMQoS at an earlier stage as cails rejected
by Jia's algorithm are mainly kcause of blocked links with limited bandwidth, and not due

to connection timeout, see Figure 4.5.
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50
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Figure 4.4: Caii acceptance ratio v s mquired bandwidth
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Figure 4.5: CBRLB v a required bandwidth.
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Figure 4.6: Average setup time vs. required bandwidth.
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4.23 Effect of Delay Bound (A)
Figure 4.7 represents the effect of the delay bound on c d acceptance ratio. Figures 4.7%
c, e and g arc made under a setup time iimit (p)of 150, while Figures 4.7b,d, f, and h are
under a setup time b i t of 200 (relaxed). It is worth noticing here that DCMR achieves
the best performance in all the experirnents conducteci. Under a light network load and as
the delay bound increases, ail thee algorithms tend to perform well. since long delay paths
becorne adquate to establish the connection (see Figures 4.7a and b). RIMQoS
outperfom Jia's algorithm when p = 150 due to the long average setup timc in Jia's
algorithm, where both DCMR and RIMQoS have a similar lower setup tims, see Figure
4.9a. Calls are rejected in DCMR and RIMQoS due to insufficient resources on paths and

especially the deiay bound, whereas in Jia's algonthm, calls are rejected rnaidy kcause of
setup time expiry, in addition to the effect of CBRLB,which is only 14% in this case (see

Figure 4.8a). This explains the continued performance gain observed for DCMR and
EüMQoS as the delay bound increases. On the other hand. the performance of Jia's
aigorithm tends to stabike without taking advantage of the increase in delay bound.
However, when C( is relaxed, the results of Jia's algorithm becow ahost equivaient to
RIMQoS.
In Figures 4 . 7 ~and d, the network load is increased to 60 units, where in Figure 4.7e and f
we increased the bandwidth requiremnt to 30 units and run the same experiment. A

generai oôsewation is that the performance of DCMR and Aa's algorithm are only slightly

affecteci compared with the pnvious experiment, whereas the performance of RIMQoS is

Cha~ter4: Performance Evaluation
seriously degraded as a msult of king bandwidth-consemative. When p = 150. DCMR
shows a clear advantage where it outperforms the other two algorithrns by more than
120% when the deiay bound is relaxed. We also observe that increasing the bmdwidth

requiremnt has more impact on RIMQoS as it tends to perform poorly and the gap
between its performance and Jia's becornes obvious especidy when p is relaxed. Thjs is
because relaxing p gives more tirne for Jia's algorithm to find a path. Nevertheless, Jia's
algorithm tends to reject huge number of cab due to insufficient availabIe bandwidth as
the connection gets blocked dunng the reservation process, see Figure 4.8b.

In Figures 4.7g and h, under extremely high network load and bandwidth requirement, all
the algorithm tends to perform poorly, especially when the delay bound is tightly strict,
when al1 the algonthrns achieve kss ihan a 10% cal1 acceptance ratio. As the delay bound
increases, the performance of FüMQoS and Jia's algorithm are not improved. whereas

DCMR tends to achieve higher cal1 acceptance ratios. This is due to receiving more
candidate paths that mcet the delay bound at the destination, and accordingly increasing
the chances of finding a feasible path to establish the connection, where incase of a failure
of one path, another candidate path can be chosen. This causes DCMR to have a slightly
higher average setup tirne than RIMQoS, but this cornes at the expense of lower cal1
acceptance ratio by RIMQoS (see Figure 4.9b).
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An observation on the behavior of Jia's algorithm is that increasing the delay bound

without increasing p does not help Jia's algorithm very much. This is because the increase
in delay bound causes lia's algorithm to choose paths with longer delays, where such
paths have a higher probabiiity to exhaust p causing the connection to k tirned out and
rejected.

4.2.4 Effect of Setup T h e Limit (Cc)
Figure 4.10 shows the cal1 acceptance ratio versus the setup time lirnit (p).Figures 4.10%
c, e and g are under a delay bound of 90. while Figures 4.10b, d f, and h are under a

relaxed delay bound of 120. In Figures 4.1Oa and b, as p increases, under a light network
load, al1 algorithrns perform weii since there is more t h for the connection to k
estabiished. This continues with the increase of p until it reaches LOO, where the ratio of
timed out connections is very smaii. At this point, the performance of DCMR and
RIMQoS tends to stabilize, where calls becorne rejected mainly due to the failure in
hding a path that mets the delay and bandwidth constraints. Jia's algorithm, on the other

hand. rejects calls due to CBRLB, in addition io caii rejection caused by the faiiure in

finding a path with the delay constm.int. This explains the slow performance gain with a
mon nlaxed setup tirne h t in Jia's algorithm. This can be also observed for the average
setup time results (see Figure 4.12a), which increases with p, then stabiiize for DCMR

and RUiIQoS at p = 100 uniu, whenas it keeps increasing for Jia's algorithm.
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For a higher network load andor bandwidth requirernent, (Figures 4.10~-f)it becornes
harder for al1 algonthms to find iinks with the requiml available bandwidth and,
consequently, the algorithrns achieve lower performance. The altemate paths available for

DCMR,however, allow it to sustain a much better performance than RIMQoS and lia's
aigonthms. Indeed, the performance advantage of DCMR over RIMQoS, which was

performing reasonably weli under light load andor required bandwidth, becomes more
apparent in this case. Jiu's algorithm perfom poorly except under high setup time lirnits.
In fact, we can observe that RIMQoS outperforms Jia's algorithm for srnail setup time
h t s while, for higher setup tirne iimits, Jia's algorithm outperforms RIMQoS, as
RUiZQoS tends to stabilite. This is because increasing p gives Jia's algorithm mon time
to find a path to establish the connection.
The problem of finding a feasible path connecting the destination with the multicast tm
becomes very hard under extremely high network load andlor bandwidth requirernent as

shown in Figures 4.10g and h. AU three algorithrns tend to perfonn poorly with a

maximum of 27% success ratio achieved by DCMR.As DCMR and RIMQoS fail to find a
feasible path, Jia's algorithm also suffen a very high CBRLB (see Figure 4.11b).
Furthemore, the avcrage setup time increases with the increase of p. where RIMQoS
keeps the lowest time but at the expense of lower cal1 acceptance ratio (see Figure 4.12b).
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This chapter evaluated the performance of our proposed DCMR protocol, through a
comprehensive simulation model. The performance of DCMR was cornpared to that of

RIMQoS [SI and Jia's [6] routing protocols. The adopted network and traffic model with
the experimntal setting used in the simulation were described. Several simulation
experiments were conducted to investigate the effects of network load, bandwidth
requiremnt, delay bound and setup tirne limit on the performance of DCMR compared
with the other two schemes.
The simulation experiments showed that DCMR outperforms RlMQoS and Jia's
algorithm with respect to the c d acceptance ratio. This is true through a wide range of
network loads and bandwidth requirernents. DCMR also demonstrated a superior CBRLB
than Jia's algorithm On the other hand, RiMQoS achieves rnargindy better average setup
tirne results in some cases. This. however. cornes at the expense of lower cal1 acceptance
ratios.
The results obtained from the experiments conducted on the effect of delay constraint
showed that afier the delay bound exceeds a certain limit, ail the algonthms reach a stable
value of cal1 acceptance ratio, where delay constraint has no significant effect. This mans
that cails are blocked due to exhausting the setup time limit and not due to insufficient
delay paths or CBRLB.
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The opposite was observed when we studied the effect of setup time iimit. When the setup
time limit exceeded a certain limit, aii the aigorithm reached a stable value of c d

acceptance ratio, such that the effect of setup time

limit

became minimal. This mans that

calls are blocked due to insufficient path or CBRLB, and not due to exhausting the setup
time h t .

In summary, DCMR was show to achieve the following unique features under high
network loads and bandwidth requirement, in addition to several different network
charactenstics.

O

Higher network throughput under high network loads and bandwidth requinment.

o Low average cail setup t h e .
o Low cal1 blocking ratio that is due to lack of bandwidth.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1

Concluding Remar!~

High-speed networks are funàamentally diffmnt than existing networks both in ternis of
services and 1Uik capacities they provide. The &ces

canied over high-speed networks

have diverse QoS requirements, either in terms of delay, delay variation or packet loss
ratios. As well, traffic patterns are highly bunty, where no matter how high the capacity,
congestion will aiways occur for short periods. In addition. high-speed networks
experience a rapid change in the avdability of resources where network information rnay
becom outdated as high capacity links have sigmficant effect on propagation delay. To
face such challenges, Caii Admission Control (CAC) with resource reservation is proposed

to guarantee QoS for accepted connections while rnaintaining the QoS quirements for
existing calls.
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CAC and resoum mervation are attempted along a single path from the multicast tree to

the destination. This path is selected through a routing algorithm prior to the connection
configuration proceu. It is impractical in high-speed networks to rely on routing
paradigms that emphasize the search for a feasible path based on predetermined metrics.
Modem routing strategies must not only be adaptive to network changes, but mut also
cooperate with other techniques, i.e., CAC and resource reservation. perfonned during the
connection setup tirne.
In this thesis we have Uitroduced a novel

SChem,

narnely the Destination-Controlied

Multicast Routing (DCMR) protocol, which has a number of features rnaking it suitable
for QoS-based multicast routing. fndeed, we have proposed a frarnework for routing and
resource reservation in high-speed networks. where routing, CAC and resource
reservation interweave together. DCMR consists of two processes. a routing process and
a connection configuration process. Dunng the forward process, routing information on
feasible paths fiom the multicast tree to the new destination is forwarded through setup
messages to the destination. Setup messages include ugto-date CAC information on links
within the travened path. The destination node coliects the information it receives on
feasible paths in its database, then selects the path with the highest available bandwidth
under the delay bound Resource reservation is attempted along this path backward
towards the source, such that the CAC cnteria are met. By using upto-date CAC
information, we can avoid reserving on congested paths. As a consequence, individual
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calls have a better chance to be accepteci, without blocking other cals or wasting network
resources.
A detailed simulation mode1 was developed to study the performance of the proposed

scheme (DCMR).The results were cornparrd with those of the dynarnic scheme proposed
by Jia in [6].and RIMQoS scheme in [SI.Various simulation experiments were conducted

under different traffic characteristics and network parameters. The experirnental results
emphasized the considerable gain in performance achieved by DCMR protocol.
Furthemore, DCMR proved to have the lowest cal1 setup tirne on average, in addition to
minimal c d blocking ratio due to lack of bandwidth. In conclusion, DCMR is weii suited
for QoS-based multicast routing.

5.2 Future Work
This thesis proposed a framwork for routing and resource reservation in high-speed
networks, where routing, CAC and resource reservation interweave together. The
proposed scherne (DCMR) was shown to have a nurnber of advantages that make it
superior to existing schemes. However, several aspects still need hirther investigation.
Designing a protocol t hat would have both low average overhead, i.e., communication
messages and computation the, and a high overail performance are desired objectives for
multicast routing protocols. These are two Often-contradictory objectives. Future research
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work would include developmg a QoS-Adaptive DCMR (QoS-A-DCMR); a variant of
DCMR that is adaptive to QoS requiremnts and network load in the foliowing way.
For tight QoS requirements or high network load, QoS-A-DCMRwould act the same as

DCMR such that every node on the rnulticast tree will send a setup-reg message to the
destination if its shortest path has the required resources. With a big tree. the number of
messages can be equal to the number of tree nodes. This overhead might not be huge since
the size of the multicast tree is usuaiiy s m d compared to the size of the network.
Nevertheless, this overhead c m be reduced if the QoS requirernents are loose or the
network load is light. In such a case, only s o m of the tree nodes will send a setup-req
message to the destination. Those tree nodes are the ones that have a lower cost path to
the destination under the delay constraint compared with the previously visited nodes on
the multicast tree. This can be done by having the first node to send a setup-req message,
to record its shortest path information in the fork-req message before forwarding it down
the tree. Thefork-req message carries information such as the available bandwidth and the
accumulated &lay of the last feasible path. As the message traverses the tree, when
reaching a tree node, the node wiil compare its path cost with the one stored in the
message. If its shortest path to the destination has a lower cost, then it sen& a setup-reg
message to the destination and updates the message cost with its new path cost.
Otherwise, the tree no& would only forward the fork-req message down the tree. For
QoS-A-DCMR, being adaptive in such a way, gives it the ability to either expand the
search to increase the chances of success or to d m i z c it when the QoS requirements are
easier to saiisfy.
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In DCMR,when any of the iinks of the seiected path violates CAC conditions, another
path is chosen by the destination whenever possible. The strategy wd to choose the
ahemate path might create other future variations of the DCMR scheme. In the basic
DCMR algonthm, the choice of the next path to try is always made at the destination

node. When the ACK is rejected on a link of the chosen path, a NACK is retum dong the
path back to the destination node, bandwidth pnviously reserved is released, and the
destination node sen& another ACK on the path to k tried next. The cal1 is blocked if a

NACK is received on the 1st candidate path

at the destination or when the setup time

limit the destination can tolerate is exhausted.
Altemate path routing techniques can also be executed in a distributed fashion, in which
the i n t e d a t e nodes ruict to link blocking by allowing crank back to previous
i n t e d a t e nodes. This kind of rerouting is cakd progressive (or crank back) control.
Another possible future variation of DCMR is destination reservation with crank back, in
which the decision is done at the intennediate nodes. If no proper tink is found. the

algorithm is cranked back to the downstrearn no&. The crank-back algonthm aliows
unümited crank back to previous nodes, until a path is found. If no path is found, control
retums to the destination, where anoiher path, which does not include the blocked links is
chosen. If the setup t h e is exhausted and no altemate path is found, the c d is blocked.
On the other hand, altemate path routing schemes rnay k run in the originating node

(originating control), in which the choice of the next path to try is always made by the
originating node. This node would k the tree no& that originally sent the setup-req
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message. Another variant to DCMR wodd be to use onginating control or maybe even to
combine both progressive control and originating control as suggested in [13] for unicast
routing. Here a threshold value is computed to determine when it is appropriate to do
mouting at intermediate nodes and when to retum control to the originating node.
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Appendix A

Confidence Interval

The results of the simulation runs are accurate based on confidence intervals that are

placed on the mean values of these results. The confidence intervals are calculated as
follows:
Let RI.R2,

.... RN be the resuhs of N d i h n t simulation runs for the same experirnent.

The results are wumed to be statically independent.
The sample mean, R', of these results is computed by
R ' = j ï IN, wherefi = R i+ R 2 + ... + R N
and the variance of the distribution of the sampk values, S', is computed by

sy2=j2 / (N - 1). whereP= ( R i - R*)*+ (R2 - R ' ) ~+ ... + (RN- R ' ) ~ .
The standard deviation of the sample mean is given by:

sr I s q r w h
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The s a q k man is distnbuted in accordance to the t-distribution under the assumption
of independence and nomiality. The confidence intervals of the simulation results have

an upper and lower iimits, which are defined as follows:

Upper limit = R'
Where

f a ; ~ - 1is

+ Sv t a ;~

- I1 sqn(N)

the upper a/2 percentile of the t-distribution with N -1 degrees of

freedorn
The simulation experirnents in this thesis were run with a 90% confidence interval for
each data point. The number of simulation runs has been chosen big enough to ensure

stabiüty and tight confidence intervals.

